20 FACTS
ABOUT CRANE OPERATOR CERTIFICATION
1. Twenty one (21) of the twenty three (23) CDAC members supported operator
certification as outlined in the final consensus document submitted to OSHA in August
2004.
2. The CDAC consensus document was unanimously approved by OSHA's Advisory
Committee on Construction Safety and Health (ACCSH).
3. Much of the industry that uses cranes (steel erection, petrochemical, crane rental,
construction) already certifies their operators. For example, NCCCO is endorsed or
recognized by nine (9) industry management and labor associations including AGC,
International Union of Operating Engineers and the Steel Erectors Association of America.
A comprehensive industry study published in June 2008 1 recommends certification not just
for crane operators, but also for signalpersons, riggers and inspectors.
4. Some employers are reluctant to test their employees for fear their lack of training will
result in their failing tests. In many cases a stated opposition to certification masks an
opposition to training. A federal requirement would bring those employers who are
reluctant to train and test their employees into line with industry standards.
5. Six (6) states have enacted crane operator certification requirements in the four years
since the CDAC report was completed2 . At least six (6) more states and two (2) cities have
introduced legislation or are in the process of drafting it.
6. Nationwide mandatory crane operator certification is corning. The only remaining question
is: Will this be a state-by-state (city-by-city, county-by-county) process, or a national
program that will be uniform for employers everywhere?
7. Does it make sense for each state, county or city to repeat the work that CDAC has
already done? In the absence of a federal requirement, this is already happening (State of
Washington, County of Miami-Dade, City of Philadelphia).
8. A federal requirement with a nationally recognized process would cost employers less
than state-by-state licensure that could require mobile crane operators to have 50 different
licenses, or worse if counties (like Florida's Miami-Dade) mandate county-wide
requirements.
9. Under CDAC, employers are able to develop their own tests so long as they are audited by
an accredited certifying organization.
10. There are no restrictions on sourcing training in CDAC. Certification bodies like NCCCO
do not offer training. Employers are free to train their own employees or hire in trainers of
their choice.
11. Certification provides the proof that training has been effective, specifically that crane
operators have the requisite knowledge and skill to operate a crane safely. OSHA officially
recognizes certification as evidence of an employer having met its requirements for training. 3

12. Certification must be independent of the training process to ensure no conflict of interest in
the testing process (e.g. schools instruct students, while Educational Testing Service
administers the SAT test).
13. Training is readily available. There are more than 100 training schools nationwide offering
crane-specific training4 in addition to numerous trade association chapters and union locals.
14. Certification must be accredited in order to be valid. This accreditation must be done by an
organization that audits the certification organization to national personnel certification
standards. The National Commission for Certifying Agencies (NCCA) and the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) both offer this. (The type of accreditation used to
approve educational institutions does not meet this requirement and was rightly removed
from the CDAC document prior to completion.)
15. CDAC's crane operator certification requirements are not monopolistic. While there are
currently two (2) certification organizations nationally accredited to provide crane operator
certifications, several more have applied and are in process of being accredited. Once the
Proposed Rule is published, many more can be expected to meet accreditation requirements.
16. Employers have five (5) years from the time the Final Rule is published to meet the
certification requirements recommended under CDAC, more than enough time for those that
have not voluntarily certified their operators to do so.
17. The financial impact of certification to employers is negligible. For example, ceo
certification costs as little as 2Y.. cents per hour per employee over the period of
certification. Recertification after five (5) years costs just 1~ cents per hour.
18. The risk management benefits and reduced workers compensation and insurance premiums
that certification brings far outweigh the costs of training and certification.
19. Certification has been proven to save lives through reduced accidents. The Province of
Ontario has demonstrated this conclusively since 1978 with its ongoing study 5 that shows an
80% decrease in the crane-related death rate and a 50% reduction in crane and rigging
accidents as a percentage of all construction accidents since training and licensing were
mandated.
20. A study just conducted by Cal-OSHA 6shows a similar 80% decrease in the number of
fatalities due to crane accidents since California's state-wide crane operator certification
requirement was introduced in 2005, despite an exponential increase in the number of cranes
active in the state during that time.

1 Crane-Related Deaths and ltifuries in Construction 1992-2006, Center for Construction Research and Training,
June 2008.
2 Web Site www.nccco.org, National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO).
3 Voluntary Agreement between the Occupational Safety & Health Administration and the National Commission/or
the Certification o/Crane Operators, 1999.
4 Web Site www.nccco.org. National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO).
5 Crane and Rigging Fatalities, Province o/Ontario, Construction Safety Association of Ontario (CSAO).
6 Report on Fatal Crane Related Accidents, June 1, 2002 to May 31,2008, California Division of Occupational
Safety and Health.
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Certification: A Vital Role in Crane Safety

Welcome to the national program of crane operator
certification developed by industry and administered
by the National Commission for the Certification of
Crane Operators (NCCCO). By providing a thorough,
independent assessment of operator knowledge and
skills, NCCCO aims to enhance lifting equipment
safety, reduce workplace risk, improve performance
records, stimulate training, and give due recognition to
the professional skill of crane operation.
NCCCO was formed in January 1995 as a non-profit
organization to develop effective performance standards
for safe crane operation to assist all segments of general
industry and construction. The establishment of
NCCCO was the culmination of almost 10 years
continuous work by representatives of all industries
that use cranes. In essence, the CCO program was
developed by industry for industry, and continues to
be supported by it.
This diversity continues to be reflected through
NCCCO's Commissioners and Board of Directors who
represent such groups as: contractors, labor unions,
rental firms, owners, government, regulatory and
standards-setting agencies, steel erectors, petrochemical,
energy, automotive, manufacturers, equipment
distributors, construction firms, training consultants,
and insurance companies.

The wealth of crane knowledge these experts have
brought to this effort has been coupled with the
psychometric expertise of one of the nation's most
prestigious credentialing organizations, International
Assessment Institute (W). W played a crucial role in
the development of the CCO program and continues
to assist in the administration and further development
of CCO written and practical examinations.
This combination of crane-related experience and exam
development knowledge has been supplemented with
input from the Occupational Safety & Health Admin
istration (OSHA) as well as the ANSI/ASME commit
tees that developed and revise the B30 crane standard.
The result is a sound, valid and effective test of an
operator's proficiency.
Clearly, everyone-employers, operators, and the
general public-has much to gain from ensuring only
qualified people operate cranes. If you'd like to learn
more about how the CCO operator certification
program can work for you, just contact NCCCO at
(703) 560-2391; fax: (703) 560-2392; info@nccco.org;
www.nccco.org.
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Practical Exam Key Facts

• All CCO certification programs include practical .
(hands-on) skills tests.
• The Mobile Crane practical examination consists of
three categories:
-

Lattice Boom Cranes
Small Telescopic Boom Cranes (fixed cab)

-

Large Telescopic Boom Cranes (swing cab)

• The test site layout is adapted for each model and
configuration of crane to ensure the test remains
standardized. NCCCO provides full details of test
construction and CAD layouts for each test site.
• The scoring system has been developed to remove
subjectivity or bias by the Examiner. Actual grading
is done off-site by International Assessment Institute
(IAI). Demerits are incurred by a combination of
operational errors and time penalties.

• The Tower Crane and Overhead Crane practical
examinations consist of one category each since the
skill'sets tested are essentially the same within each
category. The Tower Crane exam may be taken on a
hammerhead, luffing or self-erecting type of crane.
The Overhead Crane exam may be taken on a
cab-controlled or pendant-controlled crane.

• The entire exam and the scoring system it uses has
been validated by a Pilot Program and verified by
subject matter experts and psychometric specialists.

• Candidates must also pass the written examination
and meet physical requirements in order to be
certified. For recertification, a candidate must pass
a recertification written exam and a practical exam.
The practical exam requirement is waived ira
candidate can document 1,000 hours' experience
during his/her 5-year certification period.

• The practical exam is given on demand at host sites
nationwide including employer locations, industty
organizations, CCO-run sites and association chapters.

• Practical Examiners are trained and accredited by
NCCCO through a Workshop Program. Examiner
accreditation is specific to each crane category, and is
open to all CCO-certified individuals.

• The tests comprise various tasks that increase
progressively in the skill level tested. Depending
on the exam type being taken, the skills tested may
include: hoisting, booming, swinging,-traveling,
following hand signals, and combination
(multi-function) operations. Operation is required
with load and without load.
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ceo Tests:

Valid and Reliable

To ensure ,the CCO examinations remain
psychometrically sound, fair and effective measure
ments of a crane operator's knowledge and skills,
NCCCO has combined the expertise of its subject
matter experts with one of the nation's leading
professional credentialing organizations, International
Assessment Institute (IAI).
IAI can draw on Block and Associates' 40-year history
in the construction trades, and National Assessment
Institute's 22 years of subject-matter knowledge depth.

International
Assessment
Institute

IAI played a vital role in the development of the
original CCO tests, and continues to assist NCCCO
in the administration and further development of
written and practical examinations used in this national
certification program.
This combination of crane knowledge and
psychometric expertise, supplemented with input
from OSHA and ANSI!ASME committees, is
unprecedented in this industry.

Written Examination Development
and Organization
The first step in the development of fair and objective
tests is a "job analysis" study. The team of crane
experts that NCCCO assembled initially identified the
knowledge necessary for safe crane operations. A survey
was then given to several hundred crane operators,
who validated that the knowledge recommended by
the experts was vital to safe operations. The test
"blueprints" or content specifications generated from
the validation study were used to begin the item
(question) writing process.
The CCO written examinations consist of multiple
choice items, all of which have been developed by
experts with knowledge and expertise in the area
of crane operation. All items that appear on the

examinations have been reviewed at least four times:
(a) items are first reviewed by crane operation subject
matter experts for content relevance, competency
level, and importance; (b) IAI reviews each item
for psychometric quality; (c) editorial staff review
each item for grammar, spelling, and usage; and
(d) additional panels of crane experts review and
validate all items prior to approving them for inclusion
on an examination.
Development of the written certification examinations
involves panels of crane operation content experts
who work with NCCCO and the staff of IAI to write
and review all questions used in the examinations.
Each examination contains a unique combination of
items from the item bank; items are selected for the
examination on the basis of the content areas as
defined by the test blueprints.
The content areas have been developed through the
original role delineation and serve to guarantee each
test is consistent in difficulty and question content.
Each of the written examination outlines (see the
Candidate Handbooks) is based on the crane operator
validation study conducted by NCCCO in conjunction
with IAI. Minimum passing scores are determined
following test construction.
Each stage of this rigorous examination development
process follows the standards established by the
American Educational Research Association as
outlined in its Standards for Educational and
Psychological Testing. These procedures are recognized
by professional test developers nationwide in all
professional disciplines. Their use by NCCCO and
IAI ensures that only fair and reliable competency
based certification examinations are used in the
assessment of crane operator competency.
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What is Certification']

.Certification is generally considered to be the final link
in a process designed to educate people in the correct
way to operate cranes. Well-trained operators, with
independently verified knowledge and skills, make less
mistakes, and therefore have fewer accidents, than
those with less or inferior knowledge.
Accredited by:

ANSI Accredited Program
PERSONNa CERTIFICATION

However, while certification generally involves some
form 'of testing, not all testing qualifies as certification.
For example, while training is clearly essential to a
valid certification process, care must be taken to ensure
the two functions remain separate. And an improperly
developed certification program may be worse than
no certification at all, creating a false sense of security
both among those who have it, and those who rely on
it for hiring purposes.
Fortunately, industry guidelines for professional certifi
cation have been established by two independent cre
dentialing authorities, the National Commission for
CertifYing Agencies (NCCA) and the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI).
NCCA is an independent non-profit organization set
up by the National Organization for Competency
Assurance (NOCA) to establish industry guidelines for
professional certifYing organizations. In April 1998,
NCCCO received its first five-year accreditation from
NCCA, recognizing that the CCO program meets or
exceeds NCCA's exacting standards for certification
competency. NCCCO is currently accredited through
2009. OSHA referenced this accreditation by NCCA
in its formal agreement signed with NCCCO in 1999.
NCCCO was awarded accreditation by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) in 2007.
The CCO crane operator certification programs
Mobile Crane Operator, Tower Crane Operator and
Overhead Crane Operator-are accredited by ANSI to
the ISO/IEC 17024 International Standard for organi
zations that certifY personnel.
The decision of ANSI's Professional Certification
Accreditation Committee to award accreditation came
after rigorous onsite and field audits by ANSI assessors
ofNCCCO's management systems and psychometric
procedures.

NCCCO is the only national crane operator certifica
tion program accredited by a nationally recognized
accrediting authority.

Other authorities that have conducted independent
audits of the CCO certification program include:
• The Department of Education, on behalf of the
Department of Veterans Affairs, which has qualified
CCO certification for candidate fee reimbursement
under the provisions of the Montgomery GI Bill
of2000;
• The Department of Defense, which has approved
the CCO program through its DANTES program
to provide certification to serving military personnel
worldwide.
The NCCA requirements are rigorous and designed to
give assurance to those who use a certification program
that the tests are a fair, sound and valid assessment of
the knowledge and skills they are intended to measure.
To preserve its status as an independent, impartial
testing authority, NCCCO does not offer training.
However, it does provide an objective means of
verifYing that training has been effective-that learning
has, in fact, taken place. Only third-party, independent
certification can do this, and then only if it has been
validated by the industry it is intended for, and
recognized as psychometrically sound by certification
specialists. NCCCO has met all these criteria.
The key elements of the CCO program are that it:
• actively encourages training, yet is separate from it
• verifies that training has been effective
• was developed in a non-regulatory environment
• is modeled on ANSI/ASME consensus guidelines
• meets recognized professional credentialing criteria
• has participation from all industry sectors
• is officially recognized by federal OSHA as meeting
crane operator qualifications
• is accredited by independent accrediting bodies
(ANSI and NCCA)
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CCO Certification Key Facts

• The National Commission fot the Certification
of Crane Operators (NCCCO) is an independent,
not-for-profit organization incorporated in January
1995 to establish and administer a nationwide
program for the certification of crane operators.
• Among the goals of CCO's nationwide certification
program are: reduced risk of loss, fewer accidents,
more consistent training, and expanded job
opportunities for operators.

• CCO programs meet federal OSHA regulations and
American National Standard ASME B30.
• NCCCO has the support of a wide and diverse group
of crane-using industries such as construction, utilities,
energy, steel erection, crane rental, automotive,
petrochemical, and pulp/paper.
• NCCCO activities center around three specific areas:
1) validating crane operators' knowledge and
proficiency; 2) developing and administering
examinations to test that knowledge and proficiency;
and, 3) issuing certification cards to those operators
who meet the criteria for crane operator certification.

• CCO certification is designed to assure both industry
and the general public that operators are skilled and
knowledgeable.
• Features of the CCO program are that it is:
- National in scope;
- Operated by the private sector (non-profit);
- Independent of labor relations policies;
- Tailored to different types of cranes;
- Designed so certifications must be renewed
every 5 years;
- Tested in two parts: written and practical.
- Accredited by nationally recognized professional
credentialing authorities (ANSI and NCCA)
- Officially recognized by Federal OSHA
• Examinations are administered on demand at sites
across the US. While a minimum of 15 candidates
is preferred for a written examination, fewer
candidates can be accommodated for a modest
additional administrative fee.
• A certification card is issued to those operators who
meet eligibility requirements and pass written and
practical exams, demonstrating their fundamental
knowledge of, and skill in, safe crane operation.
• All CCO written examinations comprise questions in
multiple-choice format. While the Tower Crane and
Overhead Crane programs use a single written exam,
the Mobile Crane program consists of a Core Exam
and four Specialty Exams. The Specialties are: Lattice
Boom Truck Crane, Lattice Boom Crawler Crane,

Small Telescopic Boom Crane (fIxed cab); and
Large Telescopic Boom Crane (swing cab).
• The mobile crane practical (hands-on) examination
is offered in three categories: Lattice Boom Crane,
Small Telescopic Boom Crane (fIxed cab), and Large
Telescopic Boom Crane (swing cab). The Tower
Crane and Overhead Crane practical examinations
consist of one category each since the skill sets tested
are essentially the same within each category. The
Tower Crane exam may be taken on a hammerhead,
luffing or self-erecting type of crane. The Overhead
Crane exam may be taken on a cab-controlled or
pendant-controlled crane. The CCO Practical Exam
iner Accreditation Program trains CCO-certified crane
operators in the administration of the practical exam,
and authorizes them to administer the CCO hands-on
tests at sites nationwide.
• In its first 12 years, CCO administered over 320,000
written and practical examinations to more than
60,000 operators in all 50 states, a significant step
toward its goal of ensuring an informed, trained and
qualified population of crane operators throughout
the nation.
• The CCO national crane operator certification
program is recognized by the Occupational Safety
& Health Administration as meeting OSHA's
requirements for crane operator competency. The
formal Agreement between OSHA and NCCCO,
the only one of its kind between a private sector
organization and a government agency in this field,
provides significant benefits for employers who
adopt the CCO certification program.
• In addition to the Occupational Safety & Health
Administration, NCCCO also works closely with
other federal agencies including the Department
of Defense, the Department of Education, the
Department of Energy, the Department of the
Navy, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the
Department of Veterans Affairs.
• NCCCO coordinates its testing services through
all major industry groups, and is formally recognized
by many including the American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE), the American Subcontractors
Association (ASA); the Association of Equipment
Manufacturers (AEM); the Associated General Con
tractors ofAmerica (AGC); the Crane Manufacturers
Association of America (CMAA); the Association of
Union Constructors (TAUC); the Specialized Carriers
& Rigging Association (SC&RA); the International
Union of Operating Engineers (IUOE); and the Steel
Erectors Association of America (SEAA).
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How is NCCCO Structured?

The National Commission for the Certification of
Crane Operators (NCCCO) has been structured to
allow fair representation from all industries that use
cranes. This is reflected at all three major levels of
the organization including: the Board of Directors,
Commissioners, and Committees.
National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO)

NCCCO
Staff

Exam Management
Committees'

Ethics and Discipline
Committee

Appeals
Committee

'Written Exam Management Committee (Mobile Crane)
Practical Exam Management Committee (Mobile Crane)
Tower Crane Management Committee
Overhead Crane Management Committee

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Board members serve a three-year term. Officers are
re-elected annually. The Board establishes policy and
sets strategic goals.
PRESIDENT: John M. Kennedy, Manitowoc Crane Group
VICE PRESIDENT: Garry M. Higdem,
CH2M Hill
SECRETARy/TREASURER: J. Chris Ryan,
Boh Bros. Construction Co.
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT: Ronald Schad,
Essex Crane Rental Corp.
CHAIRMAN, COMMISSIONERS: Kerry Hulse,
Deep South Crane & Rigging Co.
Stephen Brown, International Union of Operating Engineers
Dale Daul, McGough Construction
Gene Owens, Granite Construction
Robert Steiner, Kelley Equipment Co. of Florida, Inc.

COMMISSIONERS
NCCCO has provision for 25 Commissioners
representing 10 broad industry groups that make
policy recommendations and oversee the activities
of the four main committees that report to it.
Commissioners are also entitled to nominate one
individual to serve as an alternate to the main member.
Current Commissioners and Alternates include:
Roy Bolton, Cianbro Corp.
Tom Broderick, Construction Safety Council
Walter Brumley, Shell Oil
Bo Collier, Crane Tech
Joseph Collins, Zachty Construction
Kevin Cunningham, NationsBuilders Insurance Services
Dale Daul, McGough Construction

Larry DeMark, lUOE Local 825
Paul Doran, Truck Crane Service Co.
Dennis Eckstine, Eckstine & Associates
Pat!ick Finn, Department of Energy
Donald Frantz, IUOE Local 18
Dennis Gonzalez, Crane America Services
John Hartwell, lUOE Local 324
John Hellums, Bishop Lifting Services
Brian Hill, Manitowoc
Kerry Hulse, Deep South Crane & Rigging
Paul Johnson, BP Products North America, Inc.
Don Jordan, BP America
Peter JOOren, Morrow Equipment Co.
Ron Kohner, Landmark Engineering Services
Troy Krumm, Link-Belt
Anthony Lusi, lUOE Local 542
Dana Morgan, Fluor Hanford
Jack Pletcher, lUOE Local 66
John Rahilly, Construction Safety Council
David Ritchie, Travelers
Chris Ryan, Boh Brothers Construction
Douglas Sidelinger, Cianbro Corp.
Don Silva, Granite Construction
Fred Simmons, Foley Material Handling
Bill Smith, NBIS
John Teller, IUOE Local 3
Jorge Vial, Vial Equipment Sales & Equipment
Ellis Vliet, Nichols Construction
J.R. Williams, Texas Crane Academy

COMMITTEES
NCCCO develops and maintains its certification
programs through a series of committees that report
to the Board of Directors. A total offour (4)
Exam Management Committees are responsible for
monitoring and participating in the development of
crane operator certification examinations for mobile,
tower and overhead cranes. Members of these
committees suggest revisions to NCCCO's testing
procedllres; work with and monitor the administration
of the exams; oversee the work of item writers;
monitor and oversee testing companies which may
be contracted with for exam development and/or
administration; and collect data necessary for
psychometrically sound examinations.
Two additional committees that play an important
role in the review, discipline and appeals processes are:
the Ethics and Discipline Committee, which is
responsible for establishing standards of conduct,
such as ethical standards, policies and procedures for
disciplinary action and implementing those standards,
policies and procedures, and the Appeals Committee
which is responsible for establishing policies and
procedures for hearing appeals of decisions, and for
hearing such appeals.
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Official Recognition

ANSI Accredited Program
PERSONNEL CERTIFICATION

Mobile, Tower and Overhead Crane
Programs ACCREDITED (#0756) by the
American National Standards Institute.

RECOGNIZED by Federal OSHA as meeting
OSHA and ANSI (ASME) requirements for
crane operator qualifications.

ACCREDITED by the National Commission
for Certifying Agencies for fairness,
validity and reliability in testing.

APPROVED by the Department
of Defense to provide certification
to military personnel.

APPROVED by the Department
of Education to provide certification
to veterans.

•

\.

RECOGNIZED by the Department of
Energy as meeting DOE qualification
requirements.

NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR THE CERTIFICATION OF CRANE OPERATORS

Cooperative Agreements
American Subcontractors
Association
Associated General
Contractors of America

AlII
The ASSOCiatIOn of Umon Constructors

Association of Equipment
Manufacturers
Association of
Union Constructors
Construction Institute, American
Society of Civil Engineers

CollllltnU:lion Institute
_RlCAN5OCIErY0fCMLEtGNeER5

(3) cmAA®
CRANE MANUFACTURERS

ASSOCIATION OF AMERtCA" INC.

Crane Manufacturers
Association of America
International Union
of Operating Engineers
Specialized Carriers
& Rigging Association
Steel Erectors
Association of America

CERTIFICATION NEWS
FROM

NCCCO Awarded ANSI Accreditation
October 5, 2007, Fairfax, Virginia - The National Commission for the Certification of
Crane Operators (NCCCO) today announced that it had been awarded accreditation by
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).
All three CCO crane operator certification programs-Mobile Crane Operator, Tower
Crane Operator and Overhead Crane Operator-are now accredited by ANSI to the
ISO/IEC 17024 International Standard for organizations that certify personnel.
The decision of ANSI's Professional Certification Accreditation Committee to award its
prestigious accreditation came after rigorous onsite and field audits by ANSI assessors
of NCCCO's management systems and psychometric procedures.
Singled out for particular mention by ANSI was NCCCO's practical exam program.
ANSI Assessors commended NCCCO and International Assessment Institute (IAI), the
firm that provides test processing and development services to NCCCO, for the
"preparation, administration and execution of the practical exam."

In particular, ANSI applauded the manner in which the tasks for the practical exam had
been selected, the objectivity and clarity of the criteria that had been established for
practical examiner observations, and the systematic way examiner observations had
been integrated into the scoring process.
"Accreditation by ANSI of the CCO crane operator certification program is a remarkable
validation of the vision, determination and dedication of the hundreds of volunteers
from across the country who worked tirelessly to establish this national program of
crane operator proficiency and who, over the last ten years, have strived to maintain it,"
said NCCCO President, John M. Kennedy.

ANSI Accredited Program
PERSONNEL CERTIFICATION
#0756

NCCCO Awarded ANSI Accreditation
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"Candidates and employers alike can now be assured that, with ANSI's independent
verification of NCCCO's policies and procedures, CCO certification meets the highest
professional standards of examination development and administration," Kennedy
added. "They can be confident that each and every CCO Certification Card is backed by
the ANSI guarantee of program excellence unequaled in this industry," Kennedy added.
"As someone who was involved in the development of the CCO program from the
outset," said NCCCO Commission Chairman, Kerry Hulse, "and who remembers the
passion for improving crane safety among members of the very first task forces that
began meeting almost two decades ago, this a remarkable vindication of their vision,
determination and sheer hard work. I can't think of a more appropriate validation of
their efforts than for the organization they helped to create receiving this affirmation
from ANSI, the nation's pre-eminent standards-setting body."
"Achieving ANSI accreditation is a major
Roy A. Swift, PhD, "and NCCCO can be
operators holding any of the three CCO
American National Standard, as well
ANSI/ISO/IEC 17024.

undertaking," said ANSI Program Director,
very proud of this accomplishment. Crane
certifications can be assured they meet the
as ISO's international requirements for

Accreditation of certifying bodies is increasingly being required by state regulators in
their attempts to ensure the quality of the certifications issued, on which many state
licenses are based, noted NCCCO Executive Director, Graham J. Brent. Fully two-thirds
of the states that have requirements for crane operators, now require or recognize CCO
certification.
"While NCCCO has received numerous industry accolades, as well as recognition by
state and federal agencies in its II-year history, and has been nationally accredited by
the National Commission for Certifying Agencies (NCCA) since 1998, accreditation of
CCO certification by ANSI is clearly a major milestone in the history of this
organization," Brent said.
"A central part of NCCCO's goal since its inception has been to establish a national
testing program that is fair to all candidates, while at the same time is both a valid and a
reliable assessment of essential crane operator knowledge and skill," he added. "ANSI's
accreditation of all three CCO certification programs is clear testimony that this goal has
been achieved."
National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO)
2750 Prosperity Avenue, Suite 505
Fairfax, VA 22031
Tel: 703/560-2391; Fax: 703/560-2392; info@nccco.org; www.nccco.org
Executive Director: Graham J. Brent
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The National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO) is a non-profit
industry organization formed in January 1995 to develop effective performance standards for safe
crane operation to assist all segments of construction and general industry. Since NCCCO
began testing in April 1996, more than 250,000 written and practical exams have been
administered to over 50,000 crane operators in all 50 states.
CCO certification has been nationally accredited by the National Commission for Certifying
Agencies (NCCA) since 1998. The NCCCO crane operator certification program is also the only
program to be recognized by federal OSHA as meeting OSHA and ASME (ANSI) requirements
for crane operator competency. The program is unique in that it is: third-party; independent of
training; developed and supported by industry; a joint labor/management initiative;
psychometrically sound; validated through peer review; and administered on a standardized,
secure, nationwide basis.

Founded in 1918, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is a 501(c)3 not-for-profit
organization, whose mission is to enhance both the global competitiveness of u.S. business and
the U.s. quality of life by promoting and facilitating voluntary consensus standards and
conformity assessment systems, and safeguarding their integrity.
ANSI is the official U.s. representative to the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) and, via the U.S. National Committee, the International Electrotechnical Commission (1EC).
ANSI is also a member of the International Accreditation Forum (IAF).
Among the American National Standards developed under ANSI guidelines are the ASME B30
lifting standards, on which CCO certifications are extensively based.
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Manufacturers have
equipped cranes with
more sophisticated con
trols. leaving too much at
stake if left to untrained
operators. Comprehensive
training and third-party
evaluation are a must

Four Areas of Knowledge
NCCCO written test questions are grouped into four
main areas. or domains:

I

i
i
I

Ij

•
I

populous (in crane terms), California.
Although a federal requirement may be in
our future, the ASME B30.5 American Nation
al Standard for mobile and locomotive cranes
laid the basis for operator qualifications more
than a decade ago: Operators must meet phys
ical standards, pass a written examination, and
demonstrate their skill on a hands-on test.
Specifically, the ASME B30.5 mobile-crane
standard requires operators to "demonstrate
their ability to read, write, comprehend, and
exhibit arithmetic skills and loaclJcapacity chart
usage, in the language of the crane manufac
turer's operation and maintenance materials."
If ever the case needed to be made for
structured, professional training, load charts
would be at the center. For load chart interpre
tation cannot come via osmosis or simply
through prolonged exposure to crane opera
tions; it has to be taught. Knowledgeable crane
experts all agree: There is no more abused, mis
understood or just plain ignored aspect of
mobile-crane operations than the crane's load
chart, a fact the National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO) can
confirm based on its experience of administer
ing more than 200,000 tests over a lO-year
period. Without a thorough understanding of a

• Domain 1: Site
For example, operators must know site hazards such as electric power lines
and piping. They must know the proper use of mats, blocking or cribbing and out
riggers or crawlers as they affect the suitability of supporting surfaces.
• Domain 2: Operations
Operators, for example, must know how to pick, carry, swing and place the
load smoothly and safely on rubber tires and on outriggers/stabilizers or crawlers.
• Domain 3: Technical Knowledge
Examples include the knowledge of the effect of side loading, and the princi
ples of backward stability.
• Domain 4: Manufacturers' Load Charts
Operators must know how to use the load chart together with the load indica
tors and/or load moment devices.

The C-DAC Journey
In 2003. the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration formed the Cre-mes & Derricks
Advisory Committee (C-DAC)tooverhau.129CFR
1926.550. Subpart N. of its Safety and Health
Regulations for Construction. Thel19-page con
sensus document thatthe hand-picked commit"
tee of subject matter experts developed over a
one-year period was submittedto OSHA for
review after its last meeting in July 2004.
If its provisions are adopted. it will require
crane operators to. be certified by anaccredited
crane operator testing organization or qualified
by an audited employer program. Similar provi
sions pertain to signal persons. The speed of
issuance of any final rulewilldepend on
whether a small business review will be
required. and the degree of public comment the
proposed rule. when published. elicits.

mobile crane's load chan, an operator cannot
have an accurate picture of either its capabili
ties or its limitations. Foolhardy indeed is the
operator who ignores the rating chart in todays
high-tech, versatile machines - his first mis
take can indeed be his last.
The prospect of a federal mandate doesn't
seem to be restraining state initiatives, howev
er. Three states (California, Hawaii and New
Jersey) have introduced licensing requirements
in recent years, and a similar number (Min
nesota, Nevada and Pennsylvania) have enact
ed laws or plan to do so. Others are contem
plating draft legislation.
One feature all these new rules share is a
desire to verify the quality of the licensing or
certification process. A license is only as good
as the process followed to develop the exami
nations used to test crane-operator knowledge
and skill. A "certified" operator may be no more
competent than an uncertified operator if the
certification consists of little more than, say, a
20-question true/false test, with coaching in the
correct answers provided by the instructor. It's
often pointed out that barbers have to be
licensed in most states, yet crane operators
most often do not. But how comfortable would
you feel sitting in the chair of a practitioner cer
tified by the Sweeney Todd Training Institute?
That's why, more than 30 years ago, an
audit process for organizations that certify per-

Constru ction Eq uipment.com

sonnel was developed by the National Com
mission for Certifying Agencies (NCCA).
NCCA has since been joined by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) in provid
ing a means of accreditation to certifying bod
ies such as the National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO).

Four Tasks Determine Skill
ceo practical exams for construction cranes
address three categories: lattice-boom cranes; tele
scopic-boom cranes below 17.5 tons with fixed cab.
and above 17.5 tons with swing cab; and tower cranes.
They consist of four tasks that increase in the skill
required:
1. Place overhaul ball in stop circle.
2. Follow hand signals.
3. Place overhaul ball in barrels.
4. Negotiate zigzag corridor with test weight.
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has been the introduc
tion in 1979 of manda
tory training for all crane
operators as a part of the
• Where and when are training classes held? Do you have to gO to their
licensing
process.
site, or do they come to you?
There is every rea
• How many hours does the training last? What's the cost?
son to expect a similar
result in the United
• How many instructors are certified or at least have passed the certifi
States, but only if the var
cation written examinations, and in what specialties?
ious mandatory and vol
• What is the average class pass rate?
untary means of becom
• Does the training provider also offer practical exams?
ing certified follow
professional methods of
• Can the training provider offer a complete training and certification
exam development and,
package by working in concert with the certification organization?
thereby, stimulate the
need for training. Since
Both the CCO mobile/tower crane operator cer
the introduction of its national mobile crane
tification programs are accredited by NCCA.
operator certification program in 1996, the
Compliance with the detailed psychomet
National Commission for the Certification of
ric and management system requirements of
Crane Operators (NCCCO) has witnessed a
NCCA or ANSI ensures the certification issued
veritable explosion in the training available to
by an accredited organization has been profes
crane operators.
sionally developed and administered to the
Although NCCCO does not provide train
highest standards, and that the tests used dur
ing (in order to preserve its third-party, inde
ing the examination process are fair, valid,
pendent status as a certification organization),
reliable and Uust as importantly) legally de
it maintains on its website a list of firms that do.
fensible.
In 1996 there was one firm listed; at last count
Training and professionally developed cer
there were 65 from 23 states, 47 of which oper
tification (or licensing) can be a powerful "oneate nationwide. And the number is growing
two punch" in the
almost daily Add to that the train-the-trainer
effort to ensure all
classes often used by firms wishing to develop
(or plan to) equipment operators in-house programs, and the opportunities for
are qualified. The ef
traming have never been greater.
California
fectiveness of this
The decision on whether or not employers
Colorado (2008?)
winning combina
need to provide training is, of course, one that
Connecticut
tion has been most
the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis
Hawaii
tration, industry standards, and just plain good
clearly seen in recent
Massachusetts
years in the Canadian
sense has already made. If good sense is enough
Minnesota (2007)
for some, others may need the "carrot" offered by
province of Ontario.
Montana
Between 1969 and
the insurance industry's premium discounts for
Nevada
1978, crane and rig
certified operators, or the "stick" that state or
New Jersey
ging fatalities in the
federal licensing may provide. Either way, train
New Mexico
province accounted
ing and certification of crane operators is here
New York
for almost 20 percent
to stay And that's a good thing - not just for
Oregon
of all construction
those working in/around lifting equipment, but
Pennsylvania (2008?)
fatalities. This rate
for all those whose lives may be temporarily; or
Rhode Island
has more than halved
permanently, affected by the often devastating
Utah (2007)
since then. Account
consequences of a machine operated by an
West Virginia
ing for this remark
untrained, uncertified, inexperienced - and
able improvement
therefore unqualified - crane operator. C'!

Questions to Ask Your Training Vendor

I

States That License
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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NCCCO Plans New Certification Programs

Kerry Hulse
Deep South Crane & Rigging

Riggers, Signalpersons to be Certified

Stephen Brown
International Union of
Operating Engineers
Dale Daul
Travelers
Gene Owens
Granite Construction Co.

Fairfax, Virginia, February 27, 2007--The National Commission for the Certification
of Crane Operators (NCCCO) has announced plans for the development of two
new certification programs.

The new programs will address riggers and

signalpersons.

Robert Steiner
Kelley Equipment Co.
ofFlorida

"The success of NCCCO's certification programs for mobile, tower and overhead
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Graham J. Brent

crane operators has led to industry requests for similar programs to address other
personnel that are involved in the lifting process," said NCCCO President, John
M. Kennedy, Manitowoc Crane Group, Manitowoc, WI.

"Given the Widespread adoption of its crane programs, and the endorsements
they have garnered, the industry clearly believes that NCCCO is the appropriate
entity to develop and administer these new programs," Kennedy added.

NCCCO Plans New Certification Programs
February 27, 2007
Page 2

NCCCO Commission Chairman, Kerry Hulse, Operations Manager of Deep South Crane &
Rigging, Houston, TX, said that the new programs would draw on three major resources:
industry support, subject matter expertise, and psychometric guidance. "All elements of the new
programs will be developed according to the strict psychometric standards that have been a
hallmark of NCCCO's crane operator programs, thus ensuring the certification process will be
valid, reliable, and legally defensible," he said.

Hulse noted that NCCCO would be seeking accreditation for the new programs once completed,
such as it had achieved for its crane operator certifications. "Accreditation from a national
personnel certification accreditation body such as NCCA or ANSI is an indicator of a level of
quality that is simply not available from every testing program that aspires to "certify"
individuals."

Also like the existing programs, Hulse added, the new rigger and signalperson certifications
would meet all prevailing ANSI and OSHA standards. "We'll have the draft proposed rule that
OSHA is preparing based on the C-DAC report very much in mind," said Hulse, "Employers can
be confident that CCO certification will comply with all current and future state and federal
requirements."

NCCCO Executive Director, Graham Brent, said, "Employers and candidates have a right to
expect that the exams they or their employees are taking are fair and accurate, and that they have
been developed to the very highest professional standards of test construction and
administration."

NCCCO will model the development of the new programs on its existing crane operator
certification programs, Brent added.

"Among the certification requirements that will be

considered are written examinations, practical examinations, and a recertification requirem~nt."

NCCCO Plans New Certification Programs
February 27, 2007
Page 3

To optimize resources, NCCCO plans to double-track development of both programs through
two Task Forces, one each for Riggers and Signalpersons.

Don Jordan, Technical Lifting

Authority, BP America, Houston, TX, has been appointed chair of the Rigger Certification Task
Force, Hulse announced. The Signalperson Task Force is chaired by Kenneth Shinn, President,
K.J. Shinn, Inc., Lake Como, NJ .

Experts in their respective fields will staff the Task Forces, and will be guided by psychometric
consultants from International Assessment Institute (IAI), the testing services company that has
provided exam development and administration services to NCCCO since 1999. Other experts
will serve as item writers. As with the current programs, a professional Job Task Analysis will be
conducted to serve as the foundation for exam development activities.

NCCCO Manager of Program Development, Phillip Kinser, stated that development would
begin in the second quarter of 2007 and continue throughout the year. "We have developed an
aggressive schedule, with five subject matter expert meetings anticipated this year alone,
beginning in early spring," he said. "However, if we maintain good progress, development of
the Signalperson Program could be largely complete by the first quarter of 2008, with Rigger
Certification close behind."

ENDS
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Backgrounder
The National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO) is a non-profit industry
organization formed in January 1995 to develop effective performance standards for safe crane operation
to assist all segments of construction and general industry.

Since NCCCO began testing in Apri11996,

more than 250,000 written and practical exams have been administered to over 50,000 crane operators in
alISO states: Two-thirds of the states that have requirements for crane operators, require or recognize CCO
certification.

CCO certification has been nationally accredited by the National Commission for Certifying Agencies
(NCCA) since 1998. The NCCCO crane operator certification program is also the only program to be
recognized by federal OSHA as meeting OSHA and ASME (ANSI) requirements for crane operator
competency. The program is unique in that it is: third-party; independent of training; developed and
supported by industry; a joint labor/management initiative; psychometrically sound; validated through
peer review; and administered on a standardized, secure, nationwide basis.

# # #
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NEWS FROM THE NATIONAL CRANE OPERATOR CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

OSHA Reaffirms its Agreement with .NCCCO
to Recognize CCO Crane Operator Certification
The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) has reaffirmed
its Agreement to recognize the national
crane operator certification program of
the National Commission for the Certi
fication of Crane Operators (NCCCO)
as demonstrating that CCO·certified
crane operator meets OSHA require
ments for crane operator proficiency.
The Agreement between OSHA and
NCCCO is a continuation of the original
agreement signed in 1999. It recognizes
certification by NCCCO as documenta
tion that an operator meets OSHA's re~
quirements for crane operator training,
and provides incentives for employers to
have their operators qualified through
the NCCCO program.
"The ability of crane operators to
safely operate mobile cranes plays a sig
nificant role in overall safety on most
construction sites;' said OSHA Adminis
trator John 1. Henshaw. "Therefore, it is
very important that these crane opera
tors are well-trained. This certification
program provides evidence-in a highly
professional and effective manner-that
suchtraining has taken place, and that it

will continue to help reduce the number
of crane incidents."
.
Under the agreement, OSHA Com
pliance safety and health officers will
recognize NCCCO certification as inde
pendent verification that certified crane
operators have met OSHA's training re
quirements. Having NCCCO certified
crane operators on a project would be an

"Under the agreement,
OSHA compliance
safety and health
officers recognize
NCCCO certification

as independent
verification that
certified crane
operators have met
OSHA's training
requirements."

indication of the contractor's commit
ment to an effective safety and health
program and contribute to the project's
qualification for a "Focused Inspection"
by OSHA.
"Three and a half years after the sign·
ing of the Agreement recognizing the
NCCCO national crane operator certifi
cation program, NCCCO is delighted to
have· this reaffirmation of support by
OSHA;' said NCCCO President Ronald
Schad, President, Essex· Crane Rental
Corp., Buffalo Grove, Illinois. "This is a
tribute to the effectiveness of this na
tional assessment of crane operators that
meets OSHA's requirements for crane
operator qualifications as well as the
ASME B30.5 American National
Standard:'
Stewart C. Burkhammer, OSHA's
Director of the Office of Construction
Services within the Directorate of Con
struction said "a key factor in OSHA's de
cision to reaffirm the program is that it
provides an objective and independent
assessment of the skills and knowledge of.
crane operators." Burkhammer also in
(continued on page two)

OSHA Representative
Elected to NCCCO Commission
The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration has anilOunced the
appointment of Stewart Burkhammer as
OSHA's official representative on the
NCCCO Commission.
Stewart Burkhammer is head of
OSHA's Office of Construction Services
and serves as liaison between OSHA and
NCCCO.. Prior to coming to OSHA in
June 2002, Burkhammer served for 10
years as Principal Vice President & Man
ager for Corporate Environmental,
Safety and Health Services, at the Bech
tel Group of Companies.
"I am sure Stew will be an excellent
representative for OSHA on NCCCO's
Commission;' said OSHA Administrator,
John 1. Henshaw.
Burkhammer has spent 40 years work
ing as an environmental safety and
health professional in the private sector.
He is a former acting chairman of
ACCSH, OSHA's construction advisory

committee, and has a long history of
dealing with OSHA and occupational
safety and health issues. He possesses a
wide range of professional licenses and
certifications, and has served in high
ranking capacities with numerOUS pro
fessional organizations, including the
Safety Equipment Institute, the Executive
Standards Council of the American Na
tional Standards Institute, and the Board
of Certified Safety Professionals.
As Director of OSHA's Construction
Services, Burkhammer oversees an office
that provides assistance on safety and
health program issues, and manages a
comprehensive outreach and training pro
gram aimed at increasing safety and health
awareness and reducing work-related ac
cidents in the construction industry.
Burkhammer is an elected Fellow of
the American Society of Safety Engi
neers, and a member of the ASSE Board
of Directors.

A key factor in OSHA's decision
to reaffirm the program is that
it provides an objective and
independent assessment of the
skitlsand knowledge of crane
operators. I I
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Stewart C. Burkhammer, Director of OSHA's
Office of Construction Services

OSHA Reaffirms .NCCCO Agreement
(continued from page one)

dicated that "industry is accepting and Association of America (SEAA);' Schad
acknowledging this third-party certifica noted.
NCCCO was formed in January 1995
tion to a great extene'
"Over the past three-and-a-halfyears, to develop effective performance stan
NCCCO has received many accolades, . dards for safe crane operation to assist all
most notably in the support and en segments of general industry and con
dorsement it has received from industry struction. The NCCCO program is
groups such as the American Subcon accredited by the National Commission
tractors Association (ASA), the Associ for Certifying Agencies (NCCA), the au
ated General Contractors of America thority on certification standards, NCCA
(AGC), the International Union of was established in 1977 to develop crite
Operating Engineers (IUOE), the NEA ria and standards for certifying agencies.
Association of Union Constructors, the The National Skill Standards· Board
Specialized Carriers & Rigging Associa (NSSB) also formally recognizes NCCCO
tion (SC&RA), and the Steel Erectors crane operator certification through its
certification recognition program.
nit is very important that crane
Additionally, NCCCO is approved
operators are well trained. This
both by the Department of Defense
certification program provides
through its DANTES program to provide
evidence-in a highly professional
cer~ification to serving military person
and effective manner-that such
nel, and the Department of Education
training has taken place, and that
for reimbursement of certification fees to
it will continue to help reduce
eligible military personnel under the
the number of crane incidents. I I
provisions of the Montgomery G.!. Bill
John L Henshaw, OSHA Administrator.
of 2000.
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Update is published by the National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators, 2750 Prosperity Avenue, Suite 50S, Fairfax, VA 22031.
703/560-2391. Fax: 703/560-2392. info@nccco.org.Editor: Graham Brent.

OSHA igns Agreement

with ceo

CCO certification will
reduce the number of
accidents that occur with
cranes, helping us achieve
our overall goal of a 1S%
reduction in construction
industry fatalities by the
year 2002." Assistant
Secretary of labor for
OSHA, Charles N. Jeffress,
signs the OSHA/CCO
Agreement while Russell
Bruce Swanson, Director
of OSHA's Directorate of
Construction looks on.
U

National Crane Operator
Certification Program Recognized

WASHINGTON, DC, FEBRUARY 26, 1999 - The Occupa
tional Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the National
Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO)
signed an Agreement today officially recognizing the CCO
national crane operator certification program.
The Agreement marks the first time OSHA has recognized a
private sector industry group as meeting its requirements for
crane operator qualifications, and it provides significant incen
tives for employers who have their operators certified through
the national ceo program. There is currently no federal require
ment for crane operators to be licensed.
"From my personal experience, [crane operator certifica
tion] is very much needed," said Assistant Secretary of Labor for
OSHA, Charles N. Jeffress. "It's very important to make sure
that the folks handling this equipment be well trained."
With the development of the CCO national crane operator
program, Jeffress said, OSHA was now able to say to contrac
tors "we require your folks be trained and if you can show us
that if they have this certification from the Commission then we
will accept your word that they are trained."
Jeffress said that OSHA had been striving to find ways to
become more aware of training issues. "I want to say how much
I appreciate what [CCO] has done. This kind of certification will
help us reduce the number of accidents that occur with cranes."
Russell Bruce Swanson, Director of OSHA's Directorate of
Construction commented: "The requirement for certification will
cause people to get the training that
is necessary to make the job sites
safer. With our goal to reduce fatali
ties in the construction industry by
15 % by 2002, I would see this Agree
ment as a real important building
block along that road."
One of the strengths of the CCO
certification program was that it sep
arated those who had the necessary
knowledge and skills from those who

did not. "Frankly, some folks had to swallow real hard with this
concept because, when you certify people, not everybody is going
to pass the test," Swanson said. "But we have to look beyond that
and see that the requirement for certification will cause people
to get the training that is necessary to
make the job site safer."
The Signing Ceremony, held at the
Department of Labor in Washington,
DC was witnessed by senior repre
sentatives from many sectors of indus
try in what was described by Swanson
as "an impressive show of support."
Labor and management, union as well
as open shop firms and organizations,
and other government departments
were equally represented.
Assistant Secretary of
for OSHA, Charles
"This is a great day for crane labor
N. Jeffress: OSHA is now
safety," said CCo President, Davis able to say to contractors
·we require your folks be
J. Lauve, President of Nichols Con trained
and if you can
struction Corporation, Baton Rouge, show us that if they have
certification from the
Louisiana. "OSHA's recognition of the this
Commission then we will
ceo crane operator certification pro accept your word that
gram should have a significant and they are trained."
sustained impact on the safety of all
who work with or around cranes."
"The sigrLing of this Agreement is also a tribute to the dedi
cation of the hundreds of volunteers from all sectors of indus
try who have worked long and hard over the last 12 years to turn
the dream of a national crane operator certification program
into reality," Lauve added.
General President of the International Union of Operating
Engineers, Frank Hanley said: "This will go down as one of the
best things we have ever done in the field of safety." Part of its
strength he said came from the fact that the ceo program was
supported by all sectors of industry. "We wanted this done across
the board," he said. "I think you will all be happy that some
day you will be able to say, 'I was part of this. '"

Pictured at the OSHA/CCO
Agreement Signing
Ceremony are (seated
left to right): Assistant
Secretary of Labor for
OSHA, Charles N. Jeffress;
and CCO President, Davis
1. Lauve, President of
Nichols Construction
Corporation, Baton Rouge,
LA. Also in attendance are
(standing, left to right):
Anthony Brown, OSHA
Senior Safety Specialist;
Russell Bruce Swanson,
Director of OSHA's
Directorate of
Construction; Frank
Hanley, General President
of the International Union
of Operating Engineers;
Glen R. Riechmann, SC&RA
President and President,
Riechmann Transport,
Granite City, IL; Graham
Brent, CCO Executive
Director; Carson
Huneycutt, CCO Immediate
Past President and Vice
President, J.A. Jones
Construction Co.,
Charlotte, NC.
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CCO President, Davis 1.
Lauve, President of Nichols
Construction Corporation,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana:
"This is a great day for
crane safety. OSHA's
recognition of the CCO
crane operator
certification program
should have a significant
and sustained impact on
the safety of all who work
with or around cranes."

gram is accredited by the National Commission for Certifying
Agencies (NCCA), the premier authority on certification stan
dards.
Among NCCA's exacting requirements for accreditation are
that the certifying organization: is third-party, independent of
training; has been established and supported by industry; is a
joint labor/management initiative; and administers tests that
are psychometrically sound, validated through peer review,
administered on a standardized basis, and maintained under
strict security.

a

Russell Bruce Swanson,
Director of OSHA's
Directorate of
Construction:
"The requirement for
certification will cause
people to get the training
that is necessary to make
the job sites safer.

Carson Huneycutt, Vice President, J.A. Jones Construction
Co., who serves as CCO's Immediate Past President, paid trib
ute to the Specialized Carriers & Rigging Association (SC&RA)
for providing support at a critical phase of the program's devel
opment. "1 want to make sure that SC&RA is recognized as being
the parents that brought about this organization and has been
supportive of it all along," he said.
CCO Executive Director, Graham Brent, said OSHA had done
a tremendous service to the industry by reCOgnizing the ceo pro
gram as meeting its requirements for crane operator proficiency.
"The net result can only be a reduction in crane deaths, injuries
and accidents on construction sites around the country," he said.
Akey issue in OSHA's decision to recognize the CCO program
was that it is an objective and inde
pendent assessment of the skills and
knowledge of crane operators. "The
fact that CCO is a credentialing agency
and provides no crane operator train
ing enhances the value of its compe
tency assessment," said OSHA senior
safety specialist, Anthony Brown. A
requirement of CCO's accreditation
by the National Organization for
Competency Assurance (NOCA) was
that it do no training, he said.
Brown explained that OSHA would
continue to use crane inspection guidelines, but
that OSHA compliance safety and health officers,
when performing inspections or accident investi
gations would recognize CCO certification as veri
fication of crane operator qualifications.
Afurther benefit to employers is that the pres
ence of CCO certified crane operators on a job
site will indicate to compliance officers that the
cranes are being operated by employees with
demonstrated knowledge and ability. The require
ment for CCO certified crane operators on a proj
ect will also be an indication of the contractors'
commitment to an effective safety and health pro
gram and will contribute to the project's qualifi
cation for a focused inspection.
The National Commission for the Certification of Crane
Operators (CCO) was formed in January 1995 as an inde
pendent, not-for-profit, 501 (c)6 organization to develop effec
tive performance standards for safe crane operation to assist
all segments of general industry and construction. The pro-
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certification news

Operator testing in
practice

I

n its first nine years, the
NCCCO national crane operator
certification program, developed
and administered by the National
Commission for the Certification
of Crane Operators (NCCCO), has
administered almost 200,000 tests
to more than 40,000 operators in
all 50 states. All operators certified
through the program demonstrate
their competency through a written
examination, practical exam and
meet medical requirements. The
program has been recognized
through two formal agreements with
the Occupational Safery & Health
Administration as meeting OSHA's
requirements for crane operator
competency.
A practical, hands-on examination
was part of the original blueprint
of the NCCCO National Crane
Operator Certification Program from
the outset; the ANSIIASME B30.5
mobile crane standard requires it, and
its incorporation by OSHA's 29 CFR
1926.550 adds the full weight oflaw.
NCCCO's original job analysis also
confirmed it would be an essential
part of the certification process.
NCCCO's philosophy in the
development of a practical exam
as a critical third component in
its national certification program
was simple: whatever skills
that could be tested through the

Graham Brent, executive director of the

National Commission for the Certification of
Crane Operators, outlines the steps that led
to the development of the

"hands-on"

assessment, and what candidates are
expected to accomplish
written exam should be tested
in this way. Only those items
that do not lend themselves
to examination through a
paper-and-pencil exercise should be
evaluated through a hands-on test.
It was also considered critical that,
as with the wrirten exam, all aspects
of the practical exam should follow
established psychometric standards
and, to ensure this, NCCCO secured

the services of professional exam
development specialists.
Following its first meeting in
September 1996, the Practical
Exam Task Force, which carried
out most of the preliminary
work prior to the formation
of the Practical Exam Management
Commirtee, established various work
groups to focus simultaneously on the
principal lines of inquiry, namely: the

tasks to be included, test site design,
crane parameters, scoring criteria and
the selection and assessment criteria
for examiners who would ultimately
administer the practical exam.

Four main tasks
The practical exam comprises four
main tasks which test essential skills
for crane operators, namely: hoisting,
booming, swinging, following hand ~
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signals, and combination (multi
function) operations. Operarion is
required with load and without load.
A candidate may lose points through
performance errors andJor exceeding
the optimum time alloned.
Exams for the mobile crane
program have been tailored to three
specific categories of equipment:
lattice boom cranes; "fixed cab"
telescopic boom cranes of 17.5 tons
capacity and below; and "swing
cab" telescopic boom cranes above
17.5 tons. Similar exams have been
developed for tower cranes and
overhead cranes.
NCCCO certification is designed
to provide an employer, or a
contractor considering the use
of hired-in crane services, with a
baseline evaluation of an operator's
practical operating ability. In this
way, any time an operator presents
a valid NCCCO certification card,
the employer can be assured that the
holder of the card has demonstrated
competency for crane operation
according to established written,
practical and medical criteria.

Test site design
Since the practical exam is given
at various employer, union and
other sites across the country, it is
critical that the set-up of the test site
accommodate different sizes, makes
and models of equipment, and "level
the playing field" for candidates.
To that end, the generic site design
established by NCCCO's Practical
Exam Management Committee is
tailored by NCCCO for each test
administration, taking into account
differences in crane types. Precise
instructions on where to position the

run" of the tasks was followed up
by psychometric analysis of the
data collected from more than 250
separate trials of operators with
varying degrees of experience.

Practical Examiner
Accreditation

Ensuring test conditions, such as wind speed, remain within predetermined limits is critical
to the fairness and validity of CCO practical exams

crane and how to layout the site are
provided ro each test site coordinator
and practical examiner for each test,
along with CAD drawings.
In this way, candidates are assured
of fair, standardized and "equivalent"
tests, even though they may be
examined on different cranes within
each of the three testing categories. A
similar process has been established
for the configuration of the cranes
(boom length, line pull, overhaul
ball, test load weight, etc.).
Recognizing that evaluation of
candidates on a practical exam might
be subject to the bias of the examiner,
NCCCO has developed a four-pan
program designed, as far as possible,
to remove any subjectivity, whereby:
1. Practical examiners record the
performance of candidates, rather
than evaluate them.
2. Scoring is done offsite; candidates
Flractical exam tasks
'zation period to allow the candidate to
perform to an acceptable standard on

bring the overhaullheadachel ball

standard 830.5 hand signals.
each of two barrels in turn without

sin and weight into the. air and swing.
necessary to guide the
ha
The candidate enters the
'tll
he
d guides itthrough thuorri
aces lIisllJer steps.
C
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are informed of their results by
mail.
3. Practical examiners must be
trained and accredited by
NCCCO before being approved
ro conduct examinations.
4. Practical examiners' records,
as well as practical test sites,
are subject to routine audit for
fairness.
According to J. Chris Ryan,
chairman of NCCCO's Practical
Exam Management Committee,
a large part of the exam's two-year
development period was devoted
to designing this bias-free scoring
system.
"For a hands-on test to be fair
and objective on a wide variety of
equipment at different locations
around the country, it was essential
to remove, as far as possible, all
subjectivity by the examiner," he says.
Standardization of the various tasks
had also been a major challenge,
one that has been overcome through
diligent attention to crane and test
site set-up procedures.
Key to the effectiveness of this
strategy was the creation of sound
measuring "instruments" (scoring
forms, test site checklists, etc.), as
well as full documentation, including
instruction manuals for candidates
and test site coordinators.
Validation of the tasks and
scoring procedure was established
through a two-phase pilot program
conducted by volunteers at sites
around the country. An initial "dry

o

Individuals who wish to administer
the NCCCO practical exam must
successfully complete a three-day
Practical Examiner Accreditation
Workshop. Practical examiners
must also pass both the written and
practical exams and meet NCCCO
physical requirements.
The requirements to be a NCCCO
accredited practical examiner are to:
:> meet the requirements of and pass
the wrinen examination for the
specialty in which accreditation is
desired
:> meet the requirements of and pass
the practical examination for the
specialty in which accreditation is
desired
:> meet the requirements of and
anend a NCCCO Practical
Examiner Accreditation
Workshop
:> pass a NCCCO Practical
Examiner Accreditation wrinen
examination.
NCCCO Practical Examiner
Accreditation is valid for five
years. However, examiners must
administer at least one practical test
in any 12-month period in order to
avoid a mandatory refresher course.
Accreditation is withdrawn from any
examiner who fails to meet these in
service criteria.
"With all three essential
components, NCCCO's cettification
program represents a comprehensive
examination of a crane operator's
basic skills," said Kerry Hulse,
commission chairman. "The
volunteers who have constructed this
program can feel jusdy proud of the
system they have helped put in place
for the benefit of all who work in
and around cranes. US industry is
a safer place to work in because of
their efforts."

for information on the National CommiSSIOn for the Certification of Crane
Operators (NCCCO) go to: www·nccco· org
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Testing and certification is now
an everyday part of business for
those in the crane industry.
. Graham Brent, Ie correspondent
and executive director of the
National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators
(CCO), offers some tips on
studying for and taking exams.
or many crane operators, the training and
examination process can be a confusing
and even threatening experience. A lot of
the tension can be defused, however, by
guidance given during training and prior to the
test day. Below we provide some proven advice
for trainees and test-takers alike:

F

Develop a positive attitude:
• Consider the exam an opportunity to
demonstrate your knowledge and abilities.
• Know the subject matter, which is basic for
any evaluation.
• Build confidence through effective study
and exam practice.

Study during training:
• Study regularly on a daily basis and do not
cram for the exam.
• Review the Written Exam Outline in the
Candidate Handbook .
• Organise similar topics into manageable
sub-groups to study.
• Over-study topics, especially those you
find difficult.
• Determine which areas are challenging and
emphasise those topics.
• Utilise recommended reference materials
and any other related information resources.
• Review any available previous exams and
questions.
• Understand in advance any exam directions
and instructions.
• Become extremely familiar with the
question format.
• Practice with sample questions on the same
exam topics.
Before taking the exam:
• Conduct a final review of all materials the
night before the exam.
• Know in advance the exam location.
• Be ready to start the exam in a restful
condition, alert, ready and confident.
On exam day:
• Arrive early in the building and become
comfortable in the exam room.
• Immediately identifY to the proctor any
inappropriate conditions.
• Follow all instructions and do not
engage in any behaviour that might
disqualifY you.

During the exam:
• Ifyou don't know the answer to a question,
leave it and move to the next.
• Mark questions you are unsure ofand return
to them later.
• Underline important words and key concepts
in the questions.
• Apply practical reasoning to determine the
correct answers.
• Divide the question into manageable and
understandable parts.
Remember:
• Keep the intent of the question and basic
subject matter in mind.
• Don't read too much into questions and
over-anticipate the answers.
• Answer what is asked for and not what you
feel should be asked.
Before the end of the exam:
• Complete all questions - you won't lose
points for incorrect answers.
• Return to previously marked difficult
questions to select an option.
• Review all answers for possible errors.
• Plan time effectively, and know exactly
when the exam is finished.
At the end of the exam:
• Return all materials, and be courteous to
proctors and participants.
• Leave the exam room knowing you have
done your best.

t

At the start of the exam:
• Read all the procedural directions and
exam questions carefully.
• Scan the entire exam to get a feel for the
task before you.
• Compartrnentalise the questions into
manageable blocks of time.
• IdentifY and answer all easier and
understandable questions first.
• Do not spend too much time on anyone
specific difficult question.
Reprinted from International Cranes November 2000

NEWS FROM THE NATIONAL CRANE OPERATOR CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

NCCCOlntroduces Tower Crane
Operator Cl!rtification Program
The National Commission for the Cer
tification of Crane Operators (NCCCO)
has announced the introduction of a new
certification program for operators of
tower cranes.
NCCCO has modeled the neW tower
crane program on its existing mobile crane
operator certification program. Certifi
cation requirements include: a written
examination, a practical examination, phys
ical (medical) requirements, and a recerti
fication examination.
..'~ elements of the new program.have
.been developed according to the strict
psychometric standards that have been a
hallmark of the mobile crane operator pro
gram since its inception:' said Dr. Anthony
Mitchell, President of International Assess
ment Institute (IAI), NCCCO's test devel
opment and psychometric services provider.

"This ensures the certification process is
fair, valid, reliable, and legally defensible:'
he added,
A keystone of exam development activ
ities, noted Phillip Kinser, NCCCO's Man
ager of Program Development., was the
professional Job Task Analysis that IAI con
ducted over an eight-monthperiod. Input
from several hundred crane operators
helped validate the work of the Task Force
in establishing the content ofboth the writ
ten and practical examinations, he said.
Commission Chairman, Kerry Hulse,
recognized the invaluable contribution
played by the four firms that had under
written the cost of development. "Without
the financial assistance of Liebherr Tower
Cranes, Manitowoc Crane Group, Morrow
Equipment Company, and Terex Cranes,
continued on next page

Task Force members watch a
Llebherr 32TT self-erecting
crane put through its paces on
the CCO tower crane practical
test course at the Salem. OR
headquarters of Morrow
Equipment Co,

NCCCO Accredited for Further 5 Years
The National Commission for the Cer
tification of Crane Operators (NCCCO)
has been awarded a further five-year ac
creditation from the National Commis
sion for Certifying Agencies (NCCA);
Accreditation by NCCk is the most
prestigious recognition available to orga~
nizations that certify personnel. Only a
smallriumbei oEcertification programs
are able. to meet NCCA's exacting stan
dards, and even fewer are granted accred
itation for the full five-year period, the
maximum NCCA awards.
"This award is coveted by the certifi
cation industry for a good reason:' said
NCCCO .President, Ronald Schad. "It
demonstrates to employers, as well as the
publicatlarge, that an operator certified
through the CCO program has met in
dustry-developed standards and has the
knowledge and skill necessary for safe
crane operations!'

That was why, Schad said, all statecman
dated operator certification in the last five
years (including California and Hawaii)

has required certifying bodies to be ac
credited, and was the reasoh OSHA was
looking at a similar requirement On a fed
.erallevel.
"Re-accreditation by NCCA is avali
dation of the efforts of the hundreds of in
dividuals from all industries who have
donated their time and expertise over the
last decade to develop this program and
to impact safety at construction and in
dustrial sites nationwide:' Kerry Hulse,
Chairman of the Commissioners said.
To qualify for NCCK accreditation,
NCCCO had to demonstrate, among
other requirements, that it operated inde
pendently of training; that its program
had been developed and supported by in
dustry; that its tests were psychometrically
sound"and validated through peer review;
and that test administrations were con
ducted on a standardized, nationwide ba
sis, under strict security.

Swinerton Hosts Spring
Commission 'Meetings
NCCCO held its, spring meetings in
Concord, California, April 26-39, courtesy
of hosts, Swinerton, mc., and SIEquipment
Services. In addition to meetings of the
Commissioners and Exam Management
Committees, the Tower Crane and Over~
head Crane Task Forces continued their
work on the expansion of the CCO pro
,gram. By the end of the meeting, the Tower
Crane Task Force had sought, and received,
approval for its new program by the Com
missioners. The program was finally rati
fied by the Board of Directors with a
roll-out date of July 2004.

At the meeting the following Commis-,
sioners were elected to a five-year term:
, Tom Broderick, Construction Safety COUll
cils, Hillside, IL; DonaldFrantz, Ohio Op
erating Engineers,,' Apprenticeship and
Training Fund, Cygnet, OH; Kerry Hulse,
Deep South Crane & Rigging, Houston,
TX; Ronald Kohner, Landmark Engineer~
ing, Roseville, MN; Anthony Lusi, Jr., lUOE
Local 542 JATC, Aldan,PA; Gene Owens,
Granite Construction, Watsonville,. CA;
Carl Springfe1s, Florida InternationalUni
versity, Miami Shores, FL; William StraIIJ.er,
Link-Belt Construction Equipment, Lex
ington, KY; J.R. Williams, Texas Crane
Academy? La Porte, TX; and Paul Zorich,
RZP International, Berkeley Springs, wv.
In addition, Commissiotlers received ap
proval for the appointment of the follow
ing alternates: Stephen Cloutier, OSHA
Directorate of Construction, Washington,
DC; Peter Juhren, Morrow Equipment Co.,
Salem, OR; Brian Newsom, lUOE Local
324 JATF, Howell, MI; Jack Pletcher, IUOE
Local 66, New Alexandria,PA; John Rahilly,
Construction Safety Council, Hillside, IL;
and John Teller, lUOE Local 3, Rancho
Murieta, CA.

ceo Practical Examiner Workshop
J.F. Shea Co., Redding, California,
was the host for a CCO Practical
Examiner Workshop earlier this
year. More than 20 candidates
came from as far afield as Texas,
Florida and New Jersey to train
during the three-day event in the
expectations ofbeing accredite
by NCCCO to conduct CCO prac:
tical exams. Almost half were
from the home state of Califor
nia, no doubt encouraged by the '
prospect of mandatory certifica~ ,'
tion that will affect most opera
tors of tower and mobile cranes'
,in the state beginning June 2005.

Tower Crane ProgralR
continued fromfront page
this program would not have been possi:·
ble;' he said. These companies have our sin- '
cere gratitude for stepping forward in this
way. They areto be congratulatedfortheir
contribution to crane safety."
"
The firms and organizations thathosted
the meetings also deserved commending'
for their generous donations of faCilities
and hospitality, Hulse added:Jlosts>in~'
cluded:IUOE Local~25, New Jersey;Sl
Equipment Services andSwinerton;Inc.,"
California; McGriff, Seibels & Williams,
Alabama; Morrow Equipment Company,
Oregon; Ohio Operating Engineers, Ohio;
and Terex Cranes, North Carolina.
NCCCO outlined.its plans forthe,new
program in March last year. Drawing on '
support in three main areas - subject ffiiat~
ter expertise, psychometric guidance, and
financial contributions - NCCCO devel~
oped an aggressive development schedule
with the aim of making the first certifica
tion examinations available by mid-2004.
"That goal was achieved:' said NCCCO
President, Ronald Schad, "and in record
time for a certification program of this
quality:'
Paying tribute to the dedication of the
22 subject matter experts responsible for
development of the content of the new pro
gram, Tower Crane Task Force chairman,
David Ritchie, St. Paul Travelers, noted that
their commitment also extended to par
tiCipation in six (6) meetings across the
nation. Considerable research was also con
ducted by Task Force members betWeen
meetings. "We met approximately every
other month for 12 months;' said Ritchie.
"What really impressed me,bey611dthe
extraordinary knowledg~ of these experts,
was their unfailing dedication to the proj
ect at hand:'
'
The introduction of CCO tower crane
certification marks the first expansion of
the program since NCCCO was formed ill
January 1995. Full program information,
including Candidate HandbookandAp
plication Forms, is available from the
NCCCO web site, said NCCCO Executive
Director, Graham Brent.

ceo Update is published by the National Commission for the Certification ofCrane Operators, 2750 Prosperity Avenue, Suite 505. Fairfax,VA 22031
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NCCCO and the Construction Institute
team to promote crane certification
The Construction Institute (CI)
of the American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE) has entered
into a collaborative agreement
with the National Commission
for the Certification of Crane
Operators (NCCCO) aimed at
promoting the benefits of crane
operator certification.
The agreement, signed in late
January in New York, provides a
broad framework for cooperation
between the two organizations
in striving to promote the
certification of crane operators as
an effective means of improving
job site safety.
NCCCO president John
Kennedy noted that both
organizations had a goal
to improve crane safety in

yve are delighted to be entering into cooperation with the Construction

Pictured at the signing of the NCCCO
and CI agreement are Ifrom leftJ:
Richard MacDonald, president of the
Construction Institute and who is also
vice president af Wee" Marine; and
John Kennedy, president af NCCCO and
sales director at Manitowoc Crane
Group.

Institute of the American Society of Civil Engineers with whom we share
the common goal of saving lives and reducing the impact of improper crane
operation on life and property.
John Kennedy, president, National Commission for the Certification af Crane Operators INCCCOJ.
construction. "NCCCO's
mission from the outset has been
to provide an effective means
of risk management through an
independent assessment of a crane
operator's knowledge and skill,"
Kennedy said. "We are delighted
to be entering into cooperation
with the Construction Institute
of the American Society of Civil
Engineers with whom we share
the common goal of saving lives
and reducing the impact of
improper crane operation on life
and property."
In addition to participation in
each others' events and projects,
NCCCO will work with CI's
Crane Safety Committee to assist
in the revision of its Crane Safety
on Comtruction Sites publication.
Committee chairman Harlan
Fair of Harlan Fair & Associates
was a principal architect of the
CIINCCCO agreement.
The Construction Institute
was created in 2000 as a semi
autonomous organization within
2

the American Society of Civil
Engineers through a merger of its
construction division, materials
division, and Construction
Standards Council. CI has more

than 16,000 individual and
corporate members in a variety of
construction-related fields.
As part of its mission to advance
the knowledge and practice

of construction, CI develops
guidelines, codes and standards,
and provides continuing
education opportunities for
construction industry personnel.

ISO accreditation standard adopted by ANSI
The international standard used by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSIJ to accredit
certification organizations, ISO 17024, has been adopted
as an American national standard.
The adoption of ISO 17024 (General Requirements for
Bodies Operating Certification Systems of Personsl by
ASTM International means that employers, associations,
and organizations such as the NCCCO that become
accredited under the ISO 17024 will now also meet the
new ANSI standard.
NCCCO plans to seek accreditation from ANSI this year.
NCCCO's national crane operator certification program
was recently re-accredited by the National Commission
for Certifying Agencies (NCCAI for another five years.
The CCO program was first accredited in 1998.
"A variety of professionals across a wide range of
occupations are now required to pursue certification as
a means of demonstrating that they have the necessary
knowledge, skills and abilities to perform their work,"
said Lane Hallenbeck, ANSI vice president for conformity

assessment. The new standard was "an exemplary basis
for assessing and recognizing the competence of the
bodies offering such certification," he added.
Adoption of the standard by ASTM International, an
ANSI-accredited standards developer, is geared toward
providing an additional level of credibility and ease of
use for state and federal regulatory agencies and other
stakeholder groups that require a domestic standard for
implementation purposes.
By voting for adoption of the ISO standard, ASTM
decided not to develop a similar standard that could lead
to duplication and possible confusian in the marketplace,
noted Steve Mawn, ASTM staff manager.

American National Standards Institute
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NCCCO publishes four-step guide to use of its trademarks
The National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators
(NCCCOI has published a Four-Step
Guide to the correct use of its logo and
acronyms, ·CCO" and "NCCCO."
Although NCCCO encourages the
correct use of its logo and acronyms,
it reminds would-be and current users
that these are registered trademarks
and that their use is subject to prior
written approval from NCCCO.
The four steps are:
Step 1: The organization or company

wishing to use the copyrighted NCCCOI
CCO acronyms and/or logo must first
submit a Use of the NCCCO Logo form
[downloadable from www.nccco.orgi
downloadsluseoflogopolicy.pdfl
Step 2: Following review of this form,
NCCCO will email the NCCCO logo files
for use by the requesting organization
or company in developing proofs of
the marketing material or web pages
that include the NCCCOICCO acronym
and/or logo.
Step 3: The requesting organization or

company must then submit a draft of
the materials containing a reference
to NCCCOICCO acronyms and/or logo to
NCCCO prior to printing.
Step 4: Following review of this draft,
NCCCO either mails an approval letter
or contacts the requestor with any
questions.
NCCCO stresses that use of the
acronyms and/or logo in any form
(printed or electronicl must not
take place until approval has been
received for each separate use of its

OSHA asks for feedback
from Florida crane owners
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The tangible return to employers
by investing in the training
and certification of their crane
operators was attested to by
representatives of industry and
government at the Florida Crane
Owners Council (FCOC) first
quarter 2006 meeting in Januaty.
"Statistics show that a crane
operator certified through
the CCO program is a safer
operator and has fewer accidents
than operators who are not
CCO certified," said Kevin
Cunningham, president and
CEO of Special Risk Services
(SRS), Chicago, IL.
Working through Lloyd's of
London, Special Risk Services
(SRS) provides specific line
item premium credits for crane/
contractor accounts that can
validate that their operators have
CCO certification. Cunningham
noted that SRS underwriters can
apply up to a 10 % rate credit
for employers of CCO certified
crane operators, for each of three
lines of insurance; equipment
insurance, riggers liability
insurance, and general liability
insurance.
To be considered for the
discount insured companies
need to be able to supply
copies of their operators' CCO
certification cards. Contractors
with only a portion of their
overall operators certified may
qualify for a pro rata percentage
credit on base premium rates,
he said.
Cunningham also noted that
his firm was working with federal

OSHA to quantify this benefit
through the sharing of accident
data.
Commenting on OSHA's
ongoing efforts to revise the
cranes and derricks standard, Bill
Smith, senior safety and health
inspector of OSHA's directorate
of construction, stated that
publication of a proposed rule
was about a year away. At that
time there would be plenty of
time for public comment,
following which a final rule
would be prepared.
Noting that the Cranes and
Derricks Advisory Committee
(CDAC) had produced a "good
piece of work" during the 12
months it had labored to revise
the standard, which includes a
requirement for crane operators
to be certified, Smith encouraged
FCOC members to make
comments once the proposed

standard was published. "Many
people feel they only have to
comment when they don't like
something," he said. "But it's just
as important for you to comment
if you are particularly in favor
of some of the new provisions.
That's the only way OSHA is
going to get balanced feedback."
The Florida Crane Owners
Council (FCOC) is a
membership organization
affiliated with the Associated
Builders & Contractors (ABC).
Its mission is to collectively
address the issues and concerns of
Florida-owned crane companies,
and to develop and monitor laws,
regulations and standards for
the safe, efficient and profitable
future ofthe industry.

copyrighted marks.
Firms or organizations currently
using the NCCCOICCO acronyms and/or
logo in their printed materials or on
their web site without the necessary
approvals are asked to download a Use
of the Logo form from the NCCCO web
site, and submit any current uses of
the logo and/or acronyms for review.
All questions regarding this policy
should be directed to Tara Whittington
at (7031 5&0-2391 or twhittington@
nccco.org

RS underwriters
have the authority
to apply a 10% rate
credit for employers
of CeO-certified crane
operators for each of
I

three lines of
insurance.
Pictured at the Florida Crane Owners
Council meeting in January are (from
leftl: Bill Smith, senior safety and
health inspector, OSHA Directorate of
Construction; Bruce Swanson, director
of OSHA's directorate of construction;
Kevin Cunningham, president and CEO,
SRS Special Risk Services; and Graham
Brent, NCCCO executive director.

South Carolina
DOT mandates
CCO certification
South Carolina Department
of Transportation (SCDOT)
recently conducted its first
NCCCO practical exams at its
Columbia, SC site.
Michael Phillips Sr. of
SCDOT's Specialized Bridge
Division tested 34 candidates
in preparation for meeting the
SCDOT mandatory requirement
for CCO crane operators that
became effective in January
2006. SCDOT now requires
crane operators for all critical lifts
during land, barge and multi
crane operations to be CCO
certified. A CCO requirement for
non-critical lifts is being phased
in over a three-year period.
Phillips received training as an
NCCCO accredited Practical
Examiner at the Spring Hope,

NC site of Edwards, Inc. A
National 10 ton boom truck, a
Telelect 22 ton boom truck, and
a Link-Belt LS138 II lanice boom
crane were used for testing in the

small telescopic boom crane,
large telescopic boom crane, and
lattice boom crane categories,
respectively.
Phillips stated: "This has
been a good experience for us
at SCDOT." He noted that the
testing process has also helped
to identify SCDOT's specific
training needs.
SCOOT mobilized a National 10 ton
boom truck lor use in the small crane
category of the CCO practical exam.

Crane Rental hosts second
NCCCO examiner workshop
Crane Rental Corporation,
Orlando, FL, hosted its second
NCCCO Practical Examiners
Workshop, February 10-12.
Eighteen participants from as
fur away as Alaska mended the
event.
"It's all pan of our safety team's
overall strategy," said Crane
Rental owner Alan Ashlock.
"Our company has strongly
supported NCCCO for many
yeats and sponsored our first
workshop in 2000."
Gary Campbell, the company's
general manager, indicated
that 80% of the firm's crane
operators were already CCO
certified.
"With seven practical
examiners on staff," Campbell
said, "our goal is to reach 100%
certified."
Crane Rental, which has been
in business for over 45 years,
operates 65 cranes, up to a
550 ton model. "Often we are

4
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involved in high exposure critical
lifts," Campbell said. "Qualified
and certified crane operators are
paramount for our operations."
The firm recently rolled a 300

ton Manitowoc 2250 into place as
part of NASA's "Return to Flight"
program. Maintenance and
refutbishment was provided to
the Space Shunle Launch Tower

certification news <:

lescll~ic~~k';;'ne in preparation
r the 5,0001" lift of a whale linsetl
"out to begin a long joumey to Spain.

at Kennedy SpaceCenter.Ai~o
provided at the center was a new
415 Peiner tower crane erected
at 600 feet, one of the tallest ever
utilized in the United States. The
tower helped in the re-roofing of
one of America's largest buildings,
the Vehicle Assembly Building at
the Kennedy Space Center.
Crane Rental also recently

rovided the lift at Sea World
or the transfer of a 5,000
ound whale on its way to
pain, along with other ongoing
rojeets at the park. Other past
nd present lifts include work
other Florida theme parks,
well as industrial projects all
bver the Southeast.
Company safety director Mike
Smith explained that CCO"
certified crane operators were
"all part of our company's safety
culture."
.
"High exposure, critical lifts,
and NCCCO all go together
as part of Crane Rental
Corporation's commitment to
job site safety and health," he
said.
5
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Energy giant finds success
with eeo certification
Xelon Nuclear and Exelon
Power jointly hosted two
CCO Practical Examiner
Accreditation Workshops for
mobile and overhead crane
operators in May. A mobile crane
workshop was held at Exelon's
Peach Bottom Atomic Power
Station near Delta, PA, while the
overhead program was conducted
at Eddystone Generating
Station, a fossil fueled facility, in
Eddystone, PA. The workshops
were attended by 18 participants
from Pennsylvania, New Jersey
and Maryland.
Exelon's involvement with CCO
certification goes back 10 years,
almost to the very beginning of
the program. In June 2000 the
company hosted its first practical
examiner workshop. Wayne
Emberger, company outage
services supervisor, coordinated
the most recent workshops.
"Our overhead crane operators

E

are faced with critical lifts with
tight tolerances during reactor
assembly and disassembly
operations," he said. "Operators
lift critical equipment in tight
places, such as turbines, valves,
pumps, motors and generator
rotors weighing as much as 200
tons. In addition, hydraulic crane
operators make interim spent
fuel storage installation lifts, and
all operators must comply with
special NRC rigging and lifting
requirements."
Noting that Exelon operates
literally hundreds of overhead
and mobile cranes, Emberger
said, "We have found great
success with the CCO programs.
In particular, CCO written
and practical examinations
have helped us improve our
company's preparatory crane
training." And with possible new
state and federal requirements
pending, Exelon's involvement

with NCCCO has become even
more important and valuable,
Emberger said.
Exelon Corp., headquartered in
Chicago, IL, is one of the nation's
largest electric utilities with
more than $15 billion in annual
revenues and approximately
17,000 employees. It distributes
electricity to approximately
5.2 million customers in Illinois
and Pennsylvania, and gas
to 460,000 customers in the
Philadelphia area.
Exelon operates the largest
nuclear fleet in the United
States, and the third largest
commercial nuclear fleet in
the world. The current fleet
of fossil and hydroelectric
generation, operated by Exelon
Power, is composed of 109 units
that provide approximately
8,000 megawatts (MW) of
generating capacity using a
variety of fuels.
EIEI:I

Morrow Equipment hosts
NeeeO spring meetings

P

ortland, OR was the
venue for the 2006 spring
meetings of the NCCCO
Commission in April. Morrow
Equipment Co., headquartered in
Salem, OR, was the generous host
for the four-day event.

Morrow president Christian
Chalupny noted that his
company had been an enthusiastic
supporter of the NCCCO
program from the outset, but that
it was not until three years ago
that the company became directly

involved as a major sponsor of the
CCO tower crane certification
program. "We felt strongly that
tower crane operators should
reap the same benefits of
certification that their mobile
crane counterparts had enjoyed
since 1996," Chalupny said. "We
were delighted NCCCO decided
to expand in this way and are
proud to have been a significant
supporter of the rower crane
program."
Chalupny, who attended part
of the NCCCO Commission
meeting along with Morrow
chairman John Morrow and
vice chairman Richard Morrow,

Morrow Equipment Co. was represented
at the NCCCD spring meetings that the
CDmpanv hosted in Portland, DR bV II
to rJ: Peter Juhren, Christian ChBlupDY,
and Rick and John Morrow. At right is
NCCCD CDmmission Chairman, Kerry
Hulse, Deep South Crane a Rigging
6

WMATA Transit
authority
requires ceo
certification
Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority IWMATAJ
selected CCO certification as a
requirement for crane operators
working on a design-huild
contract drawn up in December.
The requirement, that. "all
crane operators shall be
certified to operate the type
of crane used by the National
Commission for the Certification
III Crane Operators..." is
contained in a list of risk
management requirementsdrBwn
up by WMATA. Six copies of the
operators' CCO certification
cards must be submi"ed to the
authority representative before
an operator is allowed to work
on thesite.
OthersBfety provisions.include .
the requirement for cranes to
be equipped with load mllment
indicating devices or rated
capacity indicators, and for
load charts to be de-ratedb,
30% when structural elements
are being picked. A Iifrpl~n,
showing III pertinent illlormation
demonstrating that. the total
load does n.otexceed!O~lI!the
mlximum,must be~ubm.itted
before the crane is delivered to
the project site.

also noted that Peter Juhren, a
26-year Morrow veteran who has
served as the company's national
service manager for the last 12
years, had served on the original
NCCCO Tower Crane Task
Force, and was now a member
of the Tower Crane Management
Committee, as well as an alternate
commissioner. In addition ro
serving on the ASME B30
Committee, Juhren is chairman
of the B30.3 Sub-Committee for
Construction Tower Cranes, and
a member of the ASME B30A
Sub-Committee for Portal, Tower
and Pedestal Cranes.
Morrow Equipment Co. is the
exclusive distributor for Liebherr
tower cranes in the US, Canada,
Mexico, Australia and New
Zealand. The company also
owns and operates the largest
fleet of tower cranes in North
America.
EIEI:I
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NCCCO registers
1,DDDth practical
examination site
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ast month the Salt Lake
in 1998 to demonstrate
City office of the National
proficiency in satisfactorily
=
1Z·
Commission for the
completing an "operation test"
Cettification of Crane Operators
as defined in the ASME B30.5
(NCCCO) celebrated the
standard. NCCCO began
MANITOWOC 2250
Boom Length "" 120ft
registration of the 1,000th CCO
registering sites and their
Test Weight
6,000-9.000 lbs, Diameter =
Practical Exam site.
machines in 1999 in order to
The 1,000 registered sites
include 962 mobile crane sites,~,
'>"
34 tower crane si~es, and se:en,........
. he registration of the 1,OOOth
Practical
overhead crane sites. Practlcal·
. ;
exam sites have been registered
, m site is amilestone that clearly indicates
in 47 states including Hawaii
the overall acceptance of operator certification
and Alaska. California leads
the way with 440 sites, including
12 tower crane sites.
in general, and of the
Practical Examination
Even more remarkable, perhaps,
process in particular.
is the fact that no fewer than
3,159 cranes have been approved
for use at those sites, evety one of
Phillip Kinser, NCCCO manager of program development
which has had a CAD drawing
generated by NCCCO's Salt
provide standardized exam
Practical Exam sites are located
Lake City office for use in CCO
layouts based on established
represent an enormous effort
practical exams.
on the part of construction
criteria so candidates would be
The practical exam as a
companies, organizations and
assessed through a valid and
required component of operator
reliable process.
training firms to provide access
to the CCO Practical Exam," said
certification was introduced
"The 47 states where CCO
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Essex Liebherr crawler selected far ceo aracticel exam
CCO Practical E x a m h o l l l l n during a break between eums
.re n111 rJ:Jod~IIWi.lliams, East
candidates were in
for a treat when they
eXls Crane Academy.Trnis Moon
signed up to take
,th.e cabJ~ and ~ruce Reinstadler,
their hands-on exam
18X Crane HlIUl!IDn llranch mlllllger.
with East Texas Crane
Academy in April.
Chosen as the
practical test crane.
for the lattice boom
crane exam was a
brand new Liebherr LR
1200 5X, one of I dozen
and never before used ,farCCO practical exam testing.
Essex also provided the Arcola,. TX test site for the CCO
exams.
The 215 ton capacity machines, builtby Liebherr
in Nenzing, Austria, feature boom configurations and
options reportedly IVlilable exclusively to Essex. Essex
expects them to be particullrly useful far application in
the wind turbine indostry.
According to CCO accredited practical examiner, Joe
Bob Williams, president,. East Jexas Crane Academy, the
LR 1200 5X was a hit with all the 25 candidates that
tested on it. "It's really state-of-the-art," he said. "The
radiul indicator was precise to the inch."

.....

~~,I
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ACAD practical test site layout is
developed far eury crane used far
CCO practical eums

Phillip Kinser, NCCCO manager
of program development and
manager of the Salt Lake City
ffice.
While recognizing that
roviding cranes, test site
equipment, and authorized
practical examiners can challenge
the resources of companies and
organizations, Kinser noted,
"The registration of the 1,000th
CCO Practical Exam site is
a milestone that clearly
indicates the overall acceptance
of operator certification in
general, and of the CCO
practical examination process in
particular," as crane operators
seek certification in meeting
individual goals and com~
and state requirements.
l:[[3,3
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Operating Engineers host
Western States Operating
Engineers Training Institute Local
370 and Operating Engineers
Regional Training Program
Local 302/612 provided cranes
and classroom facilities for
CCO overhead crane and tower
crane workshops, November 7
through 11.
Western Srates Engineers
Training Institute is 16 miles
south of Spokane in Spangle,
WA. Mark Wagar, Local 370's
training director, provided
classroom facili ties and a
7-ton, top running, single girder
Washington overhead crane
for the workshop. Candidates
came from Alaska, Arizona, and
Washington State to participate
in the two day event.
The 60 acre Spangle site
has dormitory space for 30
students and a 7,000 square
foot maintenance and training
building. The Western States
Engineers Training Institute is
licensed as an interstate college
and provides training for
supervisory personnel and for
equipment operators.
The tower crane Practical
Examiner training was conducted

ceo workshops

on a Liebherr 132 HC with a
115 foot jib and 99 foot tower
at the IUOE Local 302/612
site outside Ellensburg, WA.
Workshop candidates came from
Arizona, Kansas, Missouri and
Washington State to participate
in the three-day event.
Jim Agnew, director of training
at the Ellensburg site and a
member of NCCCO's Tower
Crane Development Task Force,

\.'1·.

'4

J

Completed in 2004,IUOE Local302l&12's 1,600-acre Ellensburg
training site that hosted a CCO Practical Examiner Training Workshop
in November, boasts new offices, classroom facilities and a 9,600

~ljljlljll'lljiiiiiijijjji~~'
provided the tower crane, training
facilities, and lunch. Completed
in 2004, the 1,600 acre
Ellensburg training site has new
offices, classroom facilities and a

square foot maintenance and training building

9,600 square foot maintenance
and training building.
The site houses six mobile
cranes, one tower crane and more
than 50 pieces of earthmoving

equipment. Approximately 200
journeyman and apprentices are
trained each year, and the site
caters for the western and central
Washington areas.
E:I:E

For information on the National Commission for the Certification of
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State of Minnesota gets
serious about certification
e take crane operator certification extremely seriously, and we
on being effective in policing this new rule.
ROSLYN WADE, assistant commissioner of Minnesota's Department of Labor and Industry, in October, in reference
to recently passed legislation that will require crane operators in the state to be certified by July 2007

.

ade was speaking at the fall
2005 meetings of the National
Commission for the Certification
of Crane Operators, held at the Eagan, MN
headquarters ofTruck Crane Service Company
"The Department's core mission is to provide
a safe workplace for employees," said Wade,
noting that existing inspection staff would
be used to enforce the new rule. "Wherever
cranes are being used on a worksite, we will be
ensuring that the operator is certified."
Wade was accompanied at the NCCCO
meeting by Jeff Isakson, director of OSHA
compliance at the state Occupational Safety
and Health Division.
Recognizing that it may take time for some
employers to comply with the rule, Wade

W

stated that the first official communication
would be released by the department in
January 2006, followed by reminders and
updates at six-month intervals.
Wade, who headed the original task force
that gathered much of the information
necessary to make an informed decision about
the risk management benefits of nationally
accredited crane operator certification for
the state, noted that there had been "lively
discussion" about the issue over several years,
and that she was gratified by the outcome.
"The contributions of stakeholder groups,
including the Associated General Contractors
of America, the International Union
of Operating Engineers, and the National
Commission for the Certification of Crane

Oklahoma trainer makes CCO history
Irs not unusual for the host of a CCO Practical Examiner Workshop to he signed up to also participate
in the examiner training. But when Safety Aesources Unlimited of Oklahoma City decided to hast the
event, it made a little piece of CCO history.. For the candidate representing Safety Aesource.s wlsllsa
the owner of the training firm, and thlt meant, an her successful completion of the program, that CCO
had its first female practical examiner.
Jennifer Sale, president of the six-year old company, was one of13 candidatesthlt ...gidered for
the three-day workshop, lome of wham tra.eled from IS fir away as South Carolina and Cllifornil
to plrticipate. The event also attrlcted eight
"refresher" candidates keen to IlIlintain
compliance with program requirements by
Ittending a ane-dlY trlining sellian before
their 5-,elr examiner accreditltion expired.
Sale formed Safety Aesaarces Unlimited ISAUI
in 1999 to provide annual mobile crlne
inspections Ind custamized mabile crlne
training programs far camplnies employing
multiple aperltors and inspectors. Today,
operating out of its two-yelr old purpose-built
training center, SAU runs training classes three
weells aut of the month, and has I team of
instructors that conducts "an-site training" for
a .ariety of industries.
SAU conducts CCO preparatory training 00 I
monthly basis, Ind offers ,ractical testing for
smalllnd large telescopic cranes an lIemand.
Leng time businell allocilte, Joe Bah Williams,
president of Houston-area training firm, East
Texas Crane Icallemy, provides prlctical
testing an Ilttice boall cranes quarterly. SAU
also offers trainiR. for mobile and overhead

.'~

Roslyn Wade diRusses a point with NCCCD execative
director, Graham Brent, along with Kerry Hulse,
NCCCD Commission chairman Iback to cameral and
Paul Doran, president Truck Crane Service Comllln,
Operators, were all extraordinarily helpful,
and much appreciated," Wade said.
The new regulation states that no individual
may operate a crane of 5 tons or more on
a construction site unless that person has a
valid crane operator certificate issued by a
"nationally recognized and accredited
certification program," such as NCCCO.
Recertification is required every five years.
Trainees and apprentices may operate a crane
so long as they are under the direct supervision
of a certified crane operator.
EI:B
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NCCCO renaming small and
large telescopic categories
OLD NAME
Small Telescopic.
Less Than 17.5 Tons Capacity ITSSI
Large Telescopic,
.
More Than 17.5 Tons Capacity fTlLJ

T

he National Commission for
the Certification of Crane
Operators (NCCCO)
is renaming its large and small
telescopic mobile crane categories.
The "Small Telescopic, less than
17.5 tons capacity" category
will be known as the "Small
Telescopic, fixed cab" category,
while the "Large Telescopic, more
than 17.5 tons capacity" will
become the "Large Telescopic,
swing cab" category.
"The 17.5 tons capacity was a
threshold established in the very
early days of the CCO program
as a means of distinguishing
between mobile cranes with
fixed control stations, such as
cab-down machines and many
boom trucks and those equipped
with rotating or swing cabs,"

NEW NAME
Small Telescopic. Fixed Cab ITSSI
large Telescopic. Swing Cab fTlLJ

said NCCCO executive director,
Graham Brent.
As with many areas of
technology, cranes have evolved
over the last decade to the
point where manufacturers now
regularly produce fixed cab
cranes with a capacity far greater
than 17.5 tons. Realigning the

NCCCo cnne categories haue heen
renamed according to the type of
controls they are equipped with, fixed
cah or (as shown herel swing cab

Abird's eye view of Heede Southeast's
North Carolina tower crane practical
test course Shows the zigzag corridor
that candidates must navigate.

Tower. Cra.nerecertification now .• available
The National Commission for the Certification of Crane
Operators (NCCCol has announce.d the availability of its
CCO Tower Crane recertification writtln elamination.
With the introduction of the ne1lll elam, crm
operatorswho.ha,e been.certifiBd in tower.crane
opera.tion cannowmakeP..re.p..a.ra
.•. . . t..i."ns to requalify i.n..
thiseatellory. ..
••. J
.. ••... • .
Since. ~he CCo.tower cran.ecertifi~ation program was
introduced in late 2004, more than 1.500 operators
have sat. for the written ell.al\lination, and close to
1,000 for the practical, reported David Ritchie,
chairman of the Tower CnneManagement committee.
Ritchie.is St. Paul Travelers' risk control specialist,
cnnes and rigging.
Certificants.who have maintained 1.000 hours of
cran.e-related elperienCB in the last five years. and have
a cUrrent, compillted eCoPhysicalExamination form or
a current DOT. medical certificate, do not need to retake
thl tower cran.e pnctical elamination to recertify.
"Although none of the tower crane certifications

issued has yet ellpind (certification is valid for
five yearsl, operators who need to recertify in
mobile cranes can now also take the tower crane
reclrtification wMttln elam at the same time and
therehymaintain their tower crane credential,n Ritchie
said. This haltheadded advantage that CeO-certified
~peratorshavi only one common expiration date for
.aU th~ categoriel of crane they may he certified to
operate. That notonly aids accurate record keeping,
added Ritchie,b~t also servel to clarify the
certificati.on pro~esl.
All. tower .cranloperators in the ltate of California
must .he certifi~dby an accredited, third-party
clrtificationorganization, such al NCCCo. Many major
employers throullhout the US alia require tower cnne
opera~rs to heCCo-certified as a rilk management
measure, Ritchie noted.
~ Further inflll'mation on the Neeco Tower Crane
reclrtification written examination is availahle from
NCCCo at 17031 5&0-2391 or info@nccco.org

two categories by type of control
system rather than by capacity
will eliminate the confusion
sometimes caused when a
particular model of crane seems
to fit both categories, Brent said,
while continuing to distinguish
between the skills required for
operating each type.
The certification codes,
TSS and TLL, denoting small
telescopic crane and large
telescopic crane, respectively,
will remain unchanged. The
name changes will have no effect
on the Practical Exam testing
process, which has distinguished
between fixed and swing cab for
some time, noted Phillip Kinser,
NCCCO's manager, program
development. ''And the cranes
selected for the Written Specialty
Exams already correspond with
the appropriate control type
within the respective TSS and
TIL crane categories."
Changes to CCO program
literature, including tests and
correspondence issued by
International Assessment Institute
(IAI), will begin immediately,
with completion expected by fall
2006.
EB:J
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CCO practical exam stars
at Governor's Conference

".

is a picture of concentration as he
negotiates the CCO practical exam
coune

rane operator skills were
much in evidence at
Washington State's 55th
Annual Governor's Industrial
Safety and Health Conference.
This year's event, held September
27-28 in the recently completed
Spokane Convention Center, was
attended by thousands of safety
and health professionals from
across the Pacific Northwest.
Among the 70 or so exhibits
were two provided by the
National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators
(NCCCO), including arguably
the most dramatic, a full scale test
site layout of the CCO practical
exam. Hite Crane & Rigging,
Inc., of Spokane, WA provided a
Grove TM 650 hydraulic mobile
crane. The crane was set up
both days of the conference to
demonstrate the CCO practical
examination for large hydraulic
telescopic mobile cranes.
Western States Engineers
Training Institute provided official
CCO testing equipment and an
accredited practical examiner
and proctor for both days of
the outdoor demonstrations.
John Sandberg, a crane operator
at Hite Crane & Rigging, had

C

observers transfixed as he used
his skills to negotiate the tasks of
the CCO practical examination.
Mark Wagar and Jim Arnett,
representing Operating Engineers
Local 370, conducted the
examination, as NCCCO's Danny
Thiemens narrated the event
to dozens of observers, among
them, representatives from the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) and the

Washington State Department of
Labor and Industries.
"We felt it was critically
important that safety and health
professionals witnessed this
demonstration," said Gaty Hite,
owner of Hite Crane & Rigging.
"The examination simulates the
actual skills a crane operator
must use evety day on an actual
job site. The CCO certification
process helps employers identify
safe and qualified personnel to
operate our cranes critical to our
company's operations."
Next year's Washington State's
Safety and Health Conference
is scheduled for September in
m3
Tacoma, WA.

NCCCO reviews operator code of ethics
Recognizing that safe and professional behavior should be demonstrated by crane operaton at all times, the
National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators INCCCOJ is drafting an expanded code of ethics that
would apply to all CCO-certified operaton.
The code would cover a range of ethica.1 issues, such as the requirement to "place the safety and welfare
of people, the protection of the environment and the protection of. property above all other interests" and to
"demonstrate integrity, honesty and fairness in all activities and strive for excellence in all matten of ethical
conduct."
The requirement to maintain professional competence in all areas of work-related responsibilities, and to.
undertake assignments only when. qualifi~d by training or eJlperiem in the specific operations, is also being
considered. The code would also seek protection for NCCCO'sintellectual property, such es its exams and logo.
"All professional crane operators recognize that the CChertification i.s a privilege that must be earned and
maintained," said Graham Brent, NCCCO eJIBcutive director. "The code of ethics under consideration identifies .the
main elements of professional conduct that should be obs.ened and upheld by all CCO-certified crane operators."
CCO-certified crane operators who intentionally or knowingly violate any provision of the code of ethics would
be subject to action by a peel" review panel, which may result in suspension or revocation of certification, Brent
added.
Procedures for investigating complaints against CCO-certified operaton would also be delineated. "While NCCCO
does not expect, invite, solicit or encourage complaints, these procedures are necessary to protect the reputation
of the profession and to ensure a fair investigation of complaints," Brent said.
11
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Minnesota contractors
gear up for licensing
A
construction training
partnership has taken
an early lead in meeting
Minnesota's 2007 state
requirement for crane operator
cenification.
Ridgewater College, Wilmar,
MN, has partnered wirh a
consortium of construction
companies throughout the state
to offer training and CCO
cenification examinations.
In the first class, held in March,
17 operators from nine companies
completed four days of training.
The program finished up with a
CCO written test administration
featuring lattice boom, large
hydraulic, and small hydraulic
examinations.
A couple ofweeks later, students
took their CCO practical exams
on a lattice boom crane provided
by Duininck Bros. and a large
telescopic crane provided by
Willmar Crane Service.
Among the companies
represented in the first class were
Breitbach Construction, Central
Specialties, Duininck Bros, Kraus
Anderson, K & S Millwrights,
Marcus Construction,
Mathiowetz Construction,

ABOVE: Minnesota contractors are to
participate in training courses offered
by Hidgewater College in Wilmar, MN

Midwest Contractors, and
Willmar Crane Service.
Instructor for the first class was
Don Jordan of CICB, shown
(second from left) with class
participants.
Future training classes are
scheduled for September and
December 2006, and March and
June 2007.
E:I:I:I

NCCCO announces 2006 board of directors
The National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators INCCCol
has announced the officers and directors who will serve an the board of
directors during 2006.
He-elected as president is John Kennedy, Manitowoc Crane Group.
Vice president is Garry Higdem, CH2M Hill. Secretary and treasurer is J.
Chris Ryan, Bah Bros Construction. Ronald Schad, Essex Crane, continues
IS immediate past president. Kerry Hulse, Deep South Crane Ii Rigging,
continues to serve the board in his capacity as chairman of the commission.
Re-elected to a second three-year term is Dale Daul, St. Paul Travelers.
Also continuing to serve on the board are: Stephen Brown, International
Union of Operating Engineers IIUoEI; Gene Owens, Granite Construction; and
Hobert Steiner, Kelley Equipment Co. of Florida.

Lang Exploratory set for multi-state

I

n hosting its second
NCCCO Practical Examiners
Accreditation Workshop
in less than a year, Lang
Exploratory Drilling, Salt Lake
City, UT demonstrated its
commitment to maintaining a
team of accredited CCO practical
examiners available for the
practical testing of its employees
throughout the western United
States.
Lang employees can now satisfY
current or pending legislative
requirements for crane operator
licensing in several western
states including Utah, Nevada,
New Mexico, Montana, and
California.
Bob Johnson, training supervisor

for Lang was the test site
coordinator for the workshop,
held in June, as well as a practical

ceo testing

examiner candidate. Two other
Lang employees from Nevada,
as well as candidates from

Bob Johnson, training supe."isor for Lang Explontory Drilling, and Phillip Kinser,
workshop instructor and NCCCD manager of program development

California, New Jersey, Tennessee,
Kansas, Nebraska, Texas, and
Wisconsin, received training
in critical test design, as well as
validity 'andreliability'in practical
examinations.
In ,addition to practical
examiner ttaining, candidates
receive instruction on the test
site application process and crane
and test course layout procedures,
all of which form an integral
part of NCCCO's third-party
accreditation process.
Lang Exploratory Dtilling uses
telescopic cranes in NCCCO's
swing and fixed cab categories for
supponing drilling operations in
11 western states, as well as Alaska
andCanwa.
E:I:I:I

pson lent its signature blue
cranes of various shapes and sizes
to this year's Tri-Cities Water
Follies Atomic Cup, an event held
each July in Kennewick, WA,
home to the international lifting
specialist. The Lampson cranes
were used to lift the 50-called
Unlimited hydroplanes, some of
the world's fastest race boats,
into and out of the water during
the three-day competition

A Lampson tradition
largest fleets of
conventional construction cranes,
With one of the

Lampson International embraces a
safety philosophy.
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isitors to the Tri-City
area of Washington state
in late July stood a good
chance of witnessing a long line
up of blue crane booms lifting
hydroplanes into the Columbia
River. The annual event is the
Water Follies Atomic Cup, and
the booms belong to Lampson
International. Donating cranes
to this community event has
been a tradition for over 40 years
for Lampson and 2006 was no
exception.
Lampson International
maintains one of the world's
largest fleets of lattice boom
construction cranes. This
fleet consists predominantly
of Manitowoc cranes ranging
from the 2900 truck crane to
the 18000 crawler complete
with luffing jib and MAX-ER
attachments. Interspersed are

3900, 4000, 4100, 999, 4600
and 2250 crawler cranes, many
of which can be outfitted with
ringer and tower attachments for
specialized lifts.
The Lampson Transi-Lift crane
is manufactured by Lampson
in models ranging from 350 to
2,600 ton capacities. Hydraulic
self-propelled and towable
platform trailers and crawler
transporters are also part of the
fleet.
When Neil F. Lampson srarted
his small crane company in
1946, in rural southwestern
Washington, he may have never
envisioned his company would
grow into one of the world
leaders. But, his son and company
president, Bill Lampson, says, he
laid a solid foundation of business
dealing that persists today.
"When my Dad gave his word

it was written in stone, and our
clients valued the honesty and
integrity with which he spoke,"
explains Bill Lampson. "We've
come a long way since my dad
did business with a simple
handshake, but one thing is for
certain, we'll continue to build
from· that foundation he laid so
many years ago," Lampson adds.
Part of building on that
foundation is Lampson's
commitment to the CCO crane
operator certification program.
"NCCCO is the trend of the
industry," says Bill Lampson
and CCO certification is now
clearly part of this company's
strong commitment to corporate
safety and health. "Crane
safety is critical for us since we
are currently operating in 35
different states."
As testimony to the firm's
dedication to safe crane operator
practices, Lampson's Pacific
Northwest headquarters is now
home to one of the newest
mobile and overhead crane sites
for exams administered by the
National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators
(NCCCO). In addition, the

company is planning on hosting
its first CCO overhead and
practical examiner workshops
later this year, establishing
Lampson with its own accredited
NCCCO practical examiners.
Lampson has conducted
business in Canada for over 30
years and Australia for 15 years,
as well as 35 other countries.
"The safety and health of our
workforce is very important to
us, some of which are second
and third family generation
employees," Lampson says. The
privately owned company has
offices across the US, in Canada
and Australia.
Bill Lampson speaks
passionately about the company's
involvement in the community.
The YMCA, Second Harvest
Food Bank, American Red
Cross, American Cancer Society,
March of Dimes, the United Way
- the list of the organizations the
company supports is extensive by
any standard. But it's all just part,
Lampson says, of his philosophy
of "giving back" to an area that
has been home to Lampson 
company and family - for more
EE::J
than 100 years.
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"I

am committed to getting
the cranes and derrick
standard through before
the end of this administration."
So stated Ed Foulke, OSHA
chief, at a meeting October 11,
of the Advisory Committee on
Construction Safety and Health
(ACCSH) in Washington, DC.
Foulke, who was appointed
Assistant Secretary of Labor for
Occupational Safety and Health
in April this year, acknowledged
that OSHA had not moved as
quickly as it might since the
Cranes and Derricks Advisory
Committee (CDAC) completed
its work on the revision ofSubpart
N (1926.550) of Chapter 29 of
the Code of Federal Regulations
over two years ago.
While his goal of seeing the
standard published on his
watch would "take some doing,"
he told the committee, "Whatever
1 have control over and 1 can push
along, you have my word 1 am

ceo

OSHA Chief commits
to publishing crane
standard revision
Employers who
snub their noses at us
...are going to get to
know us upfront and
personal.

,
•

Ed Foulke,

I

OSHA chief

going to do that."
The revised standard, which
includes a requirement for crane
operators to be certified, would
be helpful to industry and would
save lives, Foulke said. "This is
an opportunity we have and we're
going to take it."
He noted that, in this 35th
anniversary year of the founding
OSHA, workplace deaths
d dropped to one-third of
their 1971 level, while the US
workforce had doubled during
the same period. "However, one

certification key to Hite crane safety plan

"Cranes are our tools - people are our most valuable resource," says Gary Hite, president of Hite Crane and
Rigging of Spokane, WA. "That's why safety and health are a vital part of our organization." Hite's safety plan
requires his company's crane operators to become CCO certified. "Training and certification is what has kept our
company's industrial insurance incident rating low," says Hite, "and has instilled craftsmanship and pride within
our workforce."
Hite, a long-time supporter of crane operator certification, sets a strong example for his employees. Not only
is he a CCo-certified crane operator, he is also a CCo-accredited practical
examiner for fixed cab and swing cab telescopic cranes, as well as lattice boom
cranes. Recently he added overhead crane accreditation to the list.
"Our work includes pre-cast concrete, steel erection, pile driving, industrial
machinery and bridge building operations," adds Hite. "Often we perform work
at industrial hydroelectric projects where we have found the CCO overhead
certification program invaluable. There's no question that a well-trained certified
workforce helps lower our risk factors."
Hite Crane & Rigging was founded by Everett Hite 37 years ago. In the early
years, his wife, Bobbie Hite, took care of the books while Everett bid the work.
"We started with three old 22B 25 ton Bucyrus Erie Cranes," explains Gary.
"I had just finished college as a structural engineer. I helped operate the cranes
and performed maintenance evenings and weekends." Hite's father retired in
1976, when Gary took over operations.
Today the company's fleet has grown to 24 cranes, including carrydecks, rough
terrain, conventional lattice boom and hydraulic truck cranes ranging from 8
to 440 ton capacity. Heavy hauling service is also provided with up to 200 ton
capacity. Hite Crane and Rigging, with over 70 employees, regularly provides
lifting and rigging services in Washington, Idaho, Oregon, and Montana, as well
as Canada.
Recent work included relocation of power lines at the Narrows Bridge project
in Tacoma, WA. The power line relocation included work on the longest single
span of over a mile of power line in the United States. "The operation required
two of our largest cranes," said Hite. "We placed our 300 and 440 ton Demags
on opposite sides of the Puget Sound Narrows. The project required 350 feet
of luffing jib in each crane." The job, Hite explained, was difficult, and required
highly skilled crane operators. "It's at times like these that a good safety plan,
training and CCO certified crane operators in the seat really payoff - and help
me rest a little easier at night!"
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fatality is one fatality too many,"
Foulke said, "and our goal has to
be zero." Of the 5,700 fatalities
recorded in 2005, over 20%
occurred in construction. One
third of these were the result of
falls, many of them in residential
construction, "one of the hardest
areas" to get access to, said
Foulke.
While underlining the resources
that OSHA would continue to
make available to employers,
Foulke had a stern warning for
any employer that sought to shirk
their responsibilities. "Those
employers who snub their noses
at us when we have our hand out
to help them are going to get to
know us upfront and personal,"
he said. "I have a little over two
years, and my goal is to make
OSHA the best it can be." EI:I:I
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California firefighters
seek CCO certification
Firefighters from Task Force 3 Urban Search
and Rescue Team (CATF3) in Menlo Park,
CA are receiving crane operator training in
preparation for the CCO certification exams.
Cooper Crane and Rigging of Mare Island
is providing the firefighters with training
and CCO certification testing on three types
of cranes: small telescopic with less than
17.5 ton capacity, large telescopic with greater
than 17.5 ton capacity, and lattice boom
truck cranes.
The firefighter training and testing serves

to satisfy the California Title 8 rule requiring
operators of cranes to be qualified and
certified, as well as meeting the demands of
special condition rescue operations during
emergency response situations. Howard
Cooper, of Cooper Crane and Rigging,
noted that approximately nine firefighters
are undergoing the specialized training
and testing. Hurricane Katrina, and the
subsequent deployment of the task force to
the New Orleans area, has interrupted the
training schedule, but Cooper said he was
confident that the remaining training and
certification would continue in the fall.
Training is a principal part of the Homeland
Security Act and Federal Emergency
Management Administration (FEMA)

Crane operators from six states attended a Practical
Examiner Accreditation Workshop hosted by Cooper
Crane a Rigging at Mare Island, CA in August. AGrove
TMS 300 from Task Force 3 Urban Search and Rescue
Team WIIS one of three cranes used to train the
candidates in the CCO Practical Examination process

ExxonMobil requires

requirement for emergency response teams.
Official mission of Task Force 3 is "lifesaving
extrication of victims trapped by structural
collapse during earthquakes, hurricanes,
tornados, floods, acts of terrorism and other
disasters."
Task Force 3 is one of 28 National Federal
Emergency Management Agency Teams, and
one of two Collapse Structure Rescue Teams
in the San Francisco Bay area.
Cooper, who conducts the firefighter
training, noted that the need for firefighter
crane operator training became apparent
after the Oklahoma City bombing in April
1995 when regular crane operators were not
prepared to work in the disaster environment
that contained airborne pathogens. Major
disasters, such as the Oklahoma City
bombing, the World Trade Center and
Pentagon 9/11 terrorist attacks, and
Hurricane Katrina, illustrate the importance
of having firefighters who are trained and
qualified in crane operations.
The size and weight of rubble and
building components place demands on the
capabilities of cranes for rescue operations,
and underlies the importance of qualified
people directing and participating in those
operations.
EI:I::I
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Contractors working at ExxonMobil refining and chemical manufacturing facilities had until the end of September
2005 to have their crane operators certified through the CCO certification program.
Compliance with ExxonMobil's revised craft skill qualification requirements is a condition of remaining on the
company's approved contractor list. According to a memorandum issued to ExxonMobil service providers in May,
the roised requirements are aimed at promoting a safe work enironment and at verifying that contract and
subcontract personnel are qualified to safely perform the tasks to which they are assigned.
Proof of CCO certification will be required at ExxonMobil manufac:turing facilities in Baytown and Beaumont,
Texas; Baton Rouge and Chalmette, Louisiana; Billings, Montana; Joliet, Illinois; and Torrance, California.
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CO Overhead Crane Operator
certification program was introduced
earlier this year. Here are answers to
frequent questions from candidates.
What do I have to do to become
certified as an overhead crane
operator?
You need to pass tbe overhead,
"
crane writte~.examination, pass tilll"'"
overhead ~rine practical examinati
and m medicallphysicall
req
ents as outlined in th
c
handbook 10

the CCO large telescopic a~d s
tele~th.ic ~~bile crane examin
s?
No, the overhead crane examination
is a stand-alone examination•.You are
not required to take the core'exam
for mobile crane operators ulliess you
wish to certify io mobile cranes. .
If I amall'e~dy certified as a mobile
crane operator, can I bee.
certified as an overhead
operator?"f
Yes, you would just fll,
he same
procedure. outlinl!d above.
t~lI'e"

ti::

't~~;;:l

have a different expiratio
overbead,~ranes?

No. llCCO·certified operator can ani
bave one expiration date; an individual
cannot have different expiration dates
or separa
ation cards for
of certification.
remai
when I
on overh
If there is m~
remaining in youti
rtification~r~~,certification period wh
co
.
.,.",*,ji'!'jce~tify in overhead cranes, you will
epends on how muchtimsyou . ,%"" be need to take the overhead crane
had remaining on you!:.J:IIit'.ffi:'ation
recertification exalllination when you
when you tookcthit1t::;i.ead crane
recertify in mobile or tOVller Icralles.
;_,;~#?ffP;fo"-

-- .-.~-
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Operator Certification:
This year's hot topic

,
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re you ready ro take a
New Year's Quiz? What
do Nevada, Minnesota
and Utah all have in common?
Answer: They will all make crane
operator certification mandatory
this year.
The certification program
offered by the National
Commission for the Certification
of Crane Operators (NCCCO)
meets the different requirements
for all three states.
Nevada's new requirement,
which was effective January
1, 2007, affects all tower crane
and mobile cranes with a boom
length of at least 25 feet or a rated
load capacity of 15,000 pounds
or more. Crane operator trainees
holding a provisional certificate

A

ceo

may operate a crane only under
the direct supervision of a
certified crane operator. Utility
companies and companies doing
utility work are exempt from the
regulations.
On July 1, Minnesota's new
law will take effect, requiring
certification from a nationally
recognized and accredited
program, such as the National
Commission for Certifying
Agencies (NCCA). All mobile
crane operators on a construction
site operating a crane with a
capacity of 5 tons or more will
be required to have certification.
Once certified, the operator
must recertify every five years.
There is also a provision in the
regulation allowing trainees

to operate a crane under the
direct supervision of a certified
operator. Some exemptions
apply, such as railroads, public
utilities, mines, agriculture,
military personnel and those
operating a crane on their own
property for personal use.
Also as of July 1, all mobile
crane operators in Utah must
be certified for excavation,
, demolition work, or construction
of commercial construction
projects and residential projects
of greater than two stories above
ground. Certification must be
from the National Commission
for the Certification of Crane
Operators (NCCCO) or
an equivalent organization
accredited by NCCA. Crane

certification is the Uright thing to do" for Zachry

:::::;:gn:;:~o:f~::z~n:o:~:~~~:i:o::.be100% safe." That's the opinion of David Zachry, president and chief
David Zachry was speaking as the honored guest at the meeting last fall of the National Commission for the

~~i::::i:::~ ~:'i;:t~~e;:~:;p~:~:eO~~~ ;r~g:::~::~n~i~~::~~i~=: :::~ s:,~ f~:n::i~~ hosted the four-day event.
Along with his brother and CEO John, David Zachry is a third-generation owner of the firm his grandfather, H.B. "Pat"
Zachry, founded in Laredo, TX in 1924. It has since grown to be a major player in highway and infrastructure projects,

~n~:;:::~:::~~~::t~:~ ::~~::::::~~ P1~::~s plant development, and is active in more than 25 states. Zachry's
Zachry, one of the world's largest contractor employers of crane operators, with upwards of &00 crane operators
in its employ, adopted the CCO certification program for its mobile crane operators several years ago as a risk
management initiative.
'
'
Joe Collins, Zachry crane department supervisor, noted that his firm had also adopted CCo's overhead crane operator
certification program as part of its participation in OSHA's Voluntary Protection Program IVPPI. "In 2005, we were
recognized as a Super Star site for excellence
'
in safety," Collins said. "We are reviewed
annually by OSHA and must show continuous
improvement in safe practices." Participation
in the CCO program is one important way that
improvement can be measured, he added.
Collins, who was recruited by OSHA in 2004
!;l to serve on the CDAC committee that revised'
t; .. the federal standard for cranes and derricks,
~ has been a commissioner for NCCCO for
~ two years.
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David Zachry, President and COO Zachry
Construction Corp., with NCCCo Exam
Management Committee chairmen, J. Chris
Ryan !far left! and J.R. Williams !far rightl, and
NCCCo executive director Graham Brent, at the
fall 200& NCCo meetings hosted by Zachry

~NCCCOhas

~ed a Certification
2007 information
center on its web site
to provide further
details of new states'
requirements.
operations for sillgle-family
detached housing and multi
family housing, up to and
including a four-plex, do not
require a certified crane operator.
Any person found violating
this requirement in Utah will be
guilty of a Class A misdemeanor.
The law does not apply to digger
derrick trucks, knuckle-boom
cranes or crane operations in the
petroleum refining industry.
The NCCCO has a Certification
2007 information center on its
web site to provide further details
of these states' requiremen ts,
and to act as a clearing house for
information on implementation
of the new rules as it becomes
available. See www.nccco.org or
e-mail NCCCO at twhittington@
nccco.org.
El:EI!I
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Riggers, Signalpersons to be Certified
New

certification programs are being

developed by the

NCCCO that has named

task forces to work on specifics.
ACT reports

T

he National Commission
for the Certification of
Crane Operators (NCCCO)
has announced plans for the
development· of two new
certification programs. The new
programs will address riggers and
signalpersons.
"The success of NCCCO's
certification programs for
mobile, tower and overhead crane
operators has led to industry
requests for similar programs to
address other personnel that are
involved in the lifting process,"
said NCCCO President John
Kennedy, Manitowoc Crane
Group, Manitowoc, WI.
"Given the Widespread adoption
of its crane programs, and the
endorsements they have garnered,
the industry clearly believes that
NCCCO is the appropriate
entity to develop and administer

II elements of the
programs will be
developed according to
the strict psychometric
standards that have
been a hallmark of
NCCCO's crane operator
programs since their
inception. The resulting
certification process will
be valid, reliable, and
legally defensible
Kerry Hulse, Deep South Crane &
Rigging, NCCCD commission chairman

these new programs," Kennedy
added.
NCCCO Commission
Chairman Kerry Hulse,
operations manager at Deep
South Crane & Rigging,
Houston, TX, said that the
new programs would draw on
three major resources: industry
support, subject matter expertise,
and psychometric guidance. "All
elements of the new programs
will be developed according to
the strict psychometric standards
that have been a hallmark of
NCCCO's crane operator
programs since their inception,"
he said. "The resulting
certification process will be valid,
reliable, and legally defensible."
Hulse noted that NCCCO
would be seeking accreditation
for the new programs once
completed, such as it had
achieved for its crane operator
certifications. "Accreditation from
a national personnel certification
accreditation body such as
NCCA or ANSI is an indicator
of a level of quality that is simply
not available from every testing
program that aspires to 'certify'
individuals."
Also like the existing programs,
Hulse added, the new tigger and
signalperson certifications would
meet all prevailing ANSI and
OSHA standards. "We'll have the
draft proposed rule that OSHA
is preparing based on the C
DAC report very much in mind,"
said Hulse. "Employers can be
confident that CCO certification
will comply with all current
and future state and federal
requirements."
NCCCO executive director
Graham Brent said, "Employers
nd candidates have a right to
xpect that the exams they or
their employees are taking are
fair and accurate, and that they

have been developed to the very
highest professional standatds
of test construction and
administration."

Experts staff task forces
NCCCO will model the
development of the new programs
on its existing crane operator
certification programs. "Among
the certification requirements
that will be considered
are written examinations,
practical examinations, and a
recertification requirement," said
Brent.
To optimize resources,
NCCCO plans to double-track
development of both programs
through two task forces, one each
for riggers and signalpersons.
Don Jordan, technical lifting
authority, BP America, Houston,
TX, has been appointed chair
of the Rigger Certification Task
Force, Hulse announced. The
Signalperson Task Force is chaired
by Kenneth Shinn, president,
K.J. Shinn Inc., Lake Como, NJ.
Experts in their respective fields
will staff the task forces, and
will be guided by psychometric
consultants from International
Assessment Institute (IAI) , the
testing services company that
has provided exam development
and administration services to
NCCCO since 1999. Other
experts will serve as item writers.
As with the current programs,
a professional Job Task Analysis
will be conducted to serve as the
foundation for exam development
activities.
NCCCO manager of program
development Phillip Kinser said
that development would begin in
the second quarter of 2007 and
continue throughout the year.
"We have developed an aggressive
schedule, with five subjecr matter
expert meetings anticipated this
year alone, beginning in early
spring," he said. "However, if
we maintain good progress,
development of the signalperson
program could be largely
complete by the first quarter of
2008, with rigger certification
close behind."
The National Commission

for the Certification of Crane
Operators (NCCCO) is a non
profit industry organization
formed in January 1995 to
develop effective performance
standards for safe crane
operation to assist all segments
of construction and general
industry. Since NCCCO began
testing in April 1996, more than
300,000 written and practical
exams have been administered to
over 55,000 crane operators in all
50 states. Two-thirds of the states
that have requirements for crane
operators require or recognize
CCO certification.
CCO certification has been
nationally accredited by the
National Commission for
Certifying Agencies (NCCA)
since 1998. The NCCCO crane
operator certification program
is also the only program to be
recognized by federal OSHA
as meeting OSHA and ASME
(ANSI) requiremenrs for crane
operator competency. The
program is unique in that it
is: third-party; independent
of training; developed and
supported by industry; a joint
labor/management initiative;
psychometrically sound; validated
through peer review; and
administered on a standardized,
secure, nationwide basis. m:::I
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NCCCO awarded ANSI accreditation

T

he National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators
(NCCCO)
has
been
awarded
accreditation by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI).
All three CCO crane operator certification
programs - Mobile Crane Operator, Tower
Crane Operator and Overhead Crane
Operator - are now acctedited by ANSI to
the ISOIIEC 17024 International Standard
for organizations that certify personnel.
The decision of ANSI's Professional
Certification Accreditation Committee to
award its prestigious accreditation came after
rigorous onsite and field audits by ANSI
assessors of NCCCO's management systems
and psychometric procedures.

Exams Commended
Singled out for particular mention by ANSI
was NCCCO's practical exam program.
ANSI Assessors commended NCCCO and
International Assessment Institute (IAI),
the firm that provides test processing and
development services to NCCCO, fot the
"preparation, administration and execution of
the practical exam."
In particular, ANSI applauded the manner
in which the tasks for the practical exam
had been selected, the objectivity and clarity
of the criteria that had been established for
practical examiner observations, and the
systematic way examiner observations had
been integrated into the scoring process.
'Accreditation by ANSI of the CCO crane
operator certification program is a remarkable
validation of the vision, determination and
dedication of the hundreds of volunteers

chieving ANSI accreditation
major undertaking, and
NCCCO can be very proud of
this accomplishment. Crane
operators holding any of the
three CCO certifications can be
assured they meet the American

i

,I

National Standard, as well as

il"
<

ISO's international requirements

I

i

for ANSI/ISO/IEC 17024.
Roy Swift, PhD, ANSI program director
4
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from across the country who worked tirelessly
to establish this national program of crane
operator proficiency and who, over the last
10 years, have strived to maintain it," said
John Kennedy, NCCCO president.
"Candidates and employers alike can now
be assured that, with ANSI's independent
verification of NCCCO's policies and

NCCCO trains IUOE
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procedures, CCO certification meets the
highest professional standards of examination
development and administration," Kennedy
continued. "They can be confident that each
and every CCO Certification card is backed
by the ANSI guarantee of program excellence
unequaled in this industry," Kennedy added.
"As someone who was involved in the
development of the CCO program from
the outset," said Kerry Hulse, NCCCO
Commission chairman, "and who remembers
the passion for improving crane safety among
members of the very first task forces that
began meeting almost two decades ago, this
a remarkable vindication of their vision,
determination and sheer hard work. I can't
think of a more appropriate validation of
their efforts than for the organization they
helped to create receiving this affirmation
from ANSI, the nation's pre-eminent
standards-serting body."
Roy Swift, PhD, ANSI program director,
said, "Achieving ANSI accreditation is a
major undertaking and NCCCO can be very

to offer
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proud of this accomplishment. Crane
operators holding any of the three
CCO certifications can be assured
they meet the American National
Standard, as well as ISO's international
requirements for ANSIIISO/IEC
17024.

State Requirements
Accreditation of certifying bodies is
increasingly being required by state
regulators in their attempts to ensure
the quality of the certifications issued,
on which many state licenses are
based, noted Graham Brent, NCCCO
executive director. Fully two-thirds
of the states that have requirements
for crane operators now require or
recognize CCO certification.
"While NCCCO has received
numerous industry accolades, as well
as recognition by state and federal
agencies in its II-year history, and
has been nationally accredited by the
National Commission for Certifying
Agencies (NCCA) since 1998,
accreditation of CCO certification by
ANSI is clearly a major milestone in
the history of this organization," Brent
said.
''A central part of NCCCO's goal since its
inception has been to establish a national
testing program that is fair to all candidates,
while at the same time is both a valid and a
reliable assessment of essential crane operator
knowledge and skill," he added. "ANSI's
accreditation of all three CCO certification
programs is clear testimony that this goal has
been achieved." m3

National Commission for the
ertification of Crane Operators INCCCOI
announces the election of two commissioners:
Bo Collier, Crane Tech, Tampa, FL; and Mike
Wood, Manitowoc Crane Group. Each will serve
five-year terms on the commission. Collier
and Wood also serve on NCCCO's Written
Exam Management Committee. NCCCO has
also announced the election of two Alternate
Commissioners: Don Jordan, BP America; and
Bill Smith, NationsBuilders Insurance Services
INBISI.
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Sicklesteel drew on the lifting power
of some of its larger hydraulic cranes
to set the girders for Seattle's
Freemont Bridge retrofit project

W

hile the revised federal
requirement for crane
continues
operators
its
administrative
journey
through the corridors of federal
OSHA, attempts in the "other"
Washington to implement a
similar law came to fruition in
early April.
Washington state Governor
Chris Gregoire signed into law
HB 2171 on April 10, 2007,
and in doing so, made her state
the 15th in the nation to require
crane operators to be certified.
Effective January 1, 2010, no
employer or contractor may
permit a crane operator engaged
in construction work to operate
a crane unless the crane operator
is qualified. The new law also
requires cranes to be certified at
least annually by a certified crane
inspector.
Washington's Department of
Labor an"d Industries (L&I) has
been given the responsibility of
establishing the requirements for
a qualified crane operator, but
they must include, at a minimum,
a provision for crane operators
to have a valid certificate for the
type of crane they operate. The
certificate must be issued by a
crane operator testing organization
that is accredited by a nationally
recognized accrediting agency.
The National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators
(NCCCO) has been accredited
by the National Commission for
Certifying Agencies (NCCA)
since 1998.
6

The new law also requires the
accredited certifying organization
to administer written and
practical examinations and have
procedures for the recertification
of crane operators at least
every five years. In addition to
being certified, the new law
also requires crane operators
to have up to 2,000 hours of
documented crane experience
that meets experience levels to
be established by L&I. There are
provisions for an apprentice or
trainee operator to operate cranes
under the "direct and continuous
supervision" of a qualified crane
operator. They must also pass a
substance abuse test conducted by
a recognized laboratory service.
The new law covers mobile,
,tower and overhead (gantry)
cranes when used in construction
work. Knuckleboom cranes,
piledrivers and locomotive cranes
are also included. Specifically
excluded are electrical line trucks,
mechanics' trucks, hydraulic
jacking systems and aerial lifts.
The enactment of the law,
whose passage is one of the
swiftest of its kind ever, comes
less than five months after
the fatal Bellevue, WA tower
crane collapse in which a
Microsoft attorney was killed
in his condominium, and three
buildings were damaged. The
investigation into that accident,
which sparked a state-wide
inspection of tower cranes and
resulted in a number being shut
down, is continuing.
EI:I3

Sicklesteel provides muscle for
historic project
When the City of Seattle recently made the decision to update some of its
historic infrastructure, it called on Sicklesteell:ranes to do the' ' '
The Fremont Bridge, which opened on Jul
retrofitting and upgrading, including th
approaches. The work was no easy m
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program

gathers pace
C

rane Tech of Tampa, FL
spoke volumes to the
overhead crane indusrry
recently when its entire company
team of field consultants were
accredited by NCCCO as
overhead crane operator practical
examiners.
Crane Tech President Bo Collier
said it best when he stated: "The
industry has started to realize
the operation of overhead cranes
and hoists is more than pushing
a button or pulling a lever. The
responsibilities of safe operation
and competent inspection may
only be correctly performed
through proper instruction and
hands-on training, followed by
CCO certification."
Collier noted that training
and certification can go a long
way towards eliminating poor
load handing techniques and
needless damage to equipment.
"Competent CCO-certified
operators can recognize
mechanical, electrical and
hoisting conditions that may
result in equipment damage

or loss of load. In this regard,
training and certification provide
immediate and measurable
results."
Founded in 1977, Crane Tech
provides a wide range of training
services from its state-of-the-art
facility in the heart of Tampa
Bay, FL. Regularly scheduled
open-enrollment seminars
cover subjects such as mobile
crane operation and inspection,
overhead cranes, rigging, safety

Above: NCCCO Practical Exam
accreditation candidates learn to set
up the practical test site according to
test site layout plans

ompetent

eeo

rtified operators can
recognize mechanical,
electrical and hoisting
conditions that may
result in equipment

Right: An NCCCO-accredited practical
examiner reads instructions for the
task to be performed to a candidate
during the practical exam.

damage or loss
of load

management, and scaffold
erection~ along with train-the
trainer courses on forklifts and
aeriallifi:s. Off-site training is also
provided for both large and small
groups that have been recognized
by many major US government
agencies.
The Overhead Crane Practical
Examiner Accreditation
Workshop, instructed by
NCCCO staff July 7-8, was
preceded by a day of overhead
crane written tests administered
by chief examiners from
International Assessment
Institute, (IAI) , which provides
testing services for NCCCO.
The entire team of Crane
Tech professionals attended

the workshop, and they
passed the Overhead Crane
Practical Examiner and written
accreditation workshop exams.
With this achievement behind
them, Collier stated that his firm
had reached another important
milestone with the ability to
provide access to CCO overhead
crane operator certification to
Crane Tech's training clients.
Collier has been active in
NCCCO for several years. He
was a member of the Overhead
Crane Task Force during the
development· of the program,
and continues to serve on the
Exam Management Committee
that oversees its administration
and ongoing development.
Collier also serves as an NCCCO
Commissioner.
m::J
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certification news

Washington Gears Up
W

hen a tower crane
collapsed in downrown
Bellevue,
WA
in
November 2006, killing one
person and causing millions of
dollars in damage and projecr
delays,
Washington
State's
Departmenr of Occupational
Safety and Health (DOSH) lost
no time in developing corrective
measures. Within days of the
accidenr, DOSH officials had
conducted conference calls with
crane industry leaders statewide,
scheduled meetings with elected
state represenratives, and helped
to energize the state's crane
community.
Using federal Occupational
Safety
and
Health
Administration's (OSHA's)
new Crane and Derricks
Advisory Committee (C
DAC) consensus document
as a guide, Washington State's
crane industry came together in
a remarkable display of unity
to draft what arguably may be
the nation's most extensive crane
regulation.
The bill reached the House
Commerce Committee with
unprecedenred momenrum, led
by 62 co-sponsors, on February
12, 2007. Soon after, the bill
was passed with 97 yeas and
no negative votes. The Senate
received the proposal and passed
the bill with 39 yeas and only
8 nays. On April 10, not quite
two months since the House
first considered the bill, and not

five monrhs since the accidenr
which prompted it, Governor
Christine Gregoire officially
signed Washington's new crane
legislation inro law. The new
requirement takes effect on
January 1, 2010.
The Washington Crane Safety
Association (WCSA) followed
up this remarkable achievemenr
by formulating a program of
training and cenification to help
ready the state for its new crane
safety requirements. Central
to this program is a series
of training and certification
initiatives that began in 2007
and will continue state-wide
during 2008 and 2009.
Washington's new law requires
crane operators to be certified
by a nationally recognized
organization, a primary
reason that the CCO written
and practical examinations,
developed and administered
by the National Commission
for the Certification of Crane
Operators (NCCCO), have
been scheduled after each
WCSA safety and training
program.
Graduates of this program will
earn valuable credentials that
are accepted across the state,
are portable from employer
to employer, and are valid in
many other states. By virtue
of NCCCO's accreditation
by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) to
the ISO 17024 standard, CCO

Washington State takes an innovative approach

implementing certification
requirements. Danny Thiemens reports

to

certification now also provides
inrernational recognition.
WCSA President Thorn
Sicklesteel, Sicklesteel Cranes
of Seattle, WA, observed that
the training and certification
project was open to the
entire crane industry. "We
have already witnessed crane
operators sharing classrooms
with company safety personnel
and supervisors. A true cross
section of the entire industry is
cooperating in this initiative."
"What is particularly exciting
is seeing so many Washington
State DOSH compliance
and consultation officers
participating in our project,"
said Gary Hite, WCSA board
member and president of Hite
Crane & Rigging, of Spokane,
WA. "You have to be impressed
not only to see so many DOSH
personnel involved, but to see
them writing the CCO written
examinations."
"Washington may well
be the first state to have a
team of governmental safety
professionals that has actually
been trained in the principles of
crane safety, and then tested by
NCCCO," Hite added. "When
our law becomes fully effective
WCSA's series of training and
certification for Washington Crane
Safety Compliance Officers kicked
off in Seattle in November with a
two-day tower crane theory course
followed by a four-day mobile crane
theory course

B

in 2010, DOSH officials will be
able to hit the ground running."
Hite also noted that DOSH
will likely have the respect of the
crane industry for its willingness
to take part in the NCCCO
examination process.
Lampson Inrernational's Bruce
Stemp was equally enrhusiastic.
"I hope this starts a national
trend with all state DOSH and
company safety personnel,"
said Stemp, whose company is
headquartered in Kennewick,
WA. "This is a great way to
demonstrate that government
personnel and company safery
experts are truly knowledgeable
of the crane industry they are
protecting."
"The Washington State
Department of Labor and
Industries is extremely excited
about our new crane safety
program," stated Chuck Lemon,
DOSH Crane Specialist. The
new rule is a combined effort
between labor, management,
and the departmenr, he noted.
"It is truly a blessing to
see all of the enthusiasm in
developing a crane safety rule
for the construction industry,"
Lemon said. "The WSCA and
NCCCO have been exceptional
in assisting our staff with
training and providing the
opportunity to participate in
CCO examinations."
Lemon noted that DOSH
also wanted new crane safety
compliance officers to take the
same examinations that crane
certifiers and operators are
administered before they can
inspect and operate cranes in the
state. "This type of training and
certification will help ensure our
staff will have the credibility and
talenr to perform their mission,"
Lemon added.
WCS1\s series of training and
certification initiatives kicked
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Class candidates completed CCO
written examinations following each
training session by Ron Cowper of
Toronto, Canada lpictured abovel.
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off in Seattle, WA, in November
with a two-day tower crane
theory course followed by a four
day mobile crane theory course.
Class candidates completed
CCO written examinations
following each training session.
Training components for the
tower crane and mobile crane

theory courses were instructed
by Ron Cowper of Toronto,
Canada. "Mr. Cowper is
one of North America's most
respected crane theory experts,"
said WCSA President, Thorn
Sicklesteel. "It was important
for us to select an instructor
who could rofessionally relate

to a broad mix of all those
involved in the crane industry,
and to be able to provide in
depth and dynamic instruction
critical for our candidates
to be ready for CCO written
examinations."
The project is scheduled to
continue with CCO practical
examinations scheduled
throughout the state beginning
in February. Mobile and
tower crane theory courses are
already scheduled to continue
during March and April in both
Spokane and Kennewick, WA.
Overhead crane theory courses,
and a mobile crane inspection
course, are slated to join the
series of training initiatives and
CCO certification components
later in the year.
"We're not about to forget
about crane safety below the
hook either," said Hite. "We
are watching and waiting for
the new NCCCO Rigging and
Signal Person Certification
Program, and hope to be the
first in the nation to provide
that important credential
for our project participants
as well."
"Cooperation throughout
the industry is the key to crane
safety," added Hite. "And that
is why our state will be ready for
our new law before it becomes a
requirement."
Ea::J

certification card 'target!; emploYer!;

In an effort to avert an incidence of. forged or
"doctored" certification credentials, the National
Commission for the Certification of Crane
Operators INCCCOJ has begun a campaign aimed
at familiarizing employers with the principal
details of the CCO certification card. Central to
this effort is the development of a pictorial "CCO
Certification Card Fact Sheet" identifying the key
features of the CCO certification card.
"It's a trickle, not a flood, at this point," said
NCCCO executive director Graham Brent. "But
We don't want this to get out of hand, aRllwe
believe that education of those reviewing the ceo
credential is an effective means of ensuring it
does not."
The fact sheet includes enlarged views of the
front and back of the CCO certification card, and
an explanation of the types of certification noW
available from NCCCO, along with their three
letter identification codes.
Brent warned employers not to accept
photocopies of cards, nor any card that
appears to halle been tampered with. liThe CCO
certification card is, in fact, rather difficult to

forget Brent said, "since the
individual's photograph along
with the certification categories
and expiration date are all heat·
sealed into the plastic card
when it is first issued."
Brent emphasized, however,
that employers should be
particularly vigilant about
certification category codes
that appear to have been
added after the card was
printed, or any lettering that
appears in a different typeface fro
rest of the card.
"Score report letters should nut be accepted
in lieu of certification cards," says Brent, "since
they attest only to an individual's performance
on either the written or practical test, and not'
as to whether he or she has completed the
certification process." And, unlike certification
cards, there is no picture ID on a score report
letter to verify identity.

or tamper with, Brent add
cases had come to light where scores 'had been
"adjusted" by the candidate to appear he had
performed betler than, in fact, he had.
The CCO Certification Card Fact Sheet is posted
on NCCCO's web site at www.nccl:o.org.
'
:> Further information is available from Tara
Whittington at 103 560·2391 extension 204;
twhittington@nccco.org
.
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s the second anniversary
of California's crane
operator certification
requirement approaches, employer
groups, unions and Cal-OSHA
are assessing the impact of the
most extensive regulation of this
rype in any state in the nation.
The revision to Section
5006.1 of California's Title 8
was published mid-2003 after
almost three years of industry
debate through committee
discussion led by California's
Division of Occupational Safery
and Health. It became effective
June 1, 2005. With very few
exceptions, operators of mobile
cranes and tower cranes in the
state must be certified by a
certification entiry accredited by
the National Commission for

••
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Certifying Agencies (NCCA).
The requirement applies to
cranes in general industry as well
as construction.
In testimony before the Cal
OSHA Standards Board last
month, Graham Brent, executive
director of the National
Commission for the Certification
of Crane Operators (NCCCO),
noted that his organization had
administered almost 60,000
written and practical mobile
crane exams in the three-year
period, 2004-2006. "Most
candidates in California have
taken the written core exam and
one specialry exam," said Brent,
"and have gone on to take one
practical exam" to achieve their
certification. Most popular
category by far, he said, had been

,

,

certification nelMS <:
the small, fixed cab telescopic
boom crane type.
That testing activity had
resulted in 7,350 certifications
being issued between 2004 and
2006. Crane operators continued
to complete the requirements for
certification in the first quarter of
2007, he said, and this, together
with candidates who entered the
program prior to 2004, pushed
the total number of CCO
certified operators in California
to over 8,000, more than in any
other state.
"To have reached that level
in under two years is quite
remarkable, and a credit to the
vision and tenacity of Cal-OSHA
officials and safety-minded
employers across the state in
bringing this requirement into
law," Brent said, noting that,
realistically, a federal requirement
was at least a half-dozen years
away. While the vast majority of
certifications had been in mobile
cranes, tower crane certification
had also proved extremely
popular.

Initial response slow
However, it was by no means
always clear that the state's
employers would respond in such
numbers. Indeed, Brent noted
that the industry had initially
been slow to respond to the need
to meet the new requirements.
Ofthe approximately 150 written
test administrations NCCCO
scheduled in 2004, almost one
third had to be canceled due to
no candidates registering for the
examinations, he reminded the
board. "Compare that with the
fact that, one year later, more
than 850 test administrations
were held, and a further 300 in
2006, and it's clear that there has
been an exponential growth in
the rate of testing in the state,"
he said.
Peak period for CCO testing
had been the second quarter
of 2005 as the June deadline
loomed. "While the pace has
slackened off since then," Brent
said, "both written and practical
testing continues at a robust
pace."
NCCCO is the largest
certification body recognized by
the state to issue crane operator
certifications, and the only one

testing both union and non
union operators. The nonprofit
organization has been issuing
certifications in California since
1997.
CCO written examinations
are administered under secure
conditions by a chief examiner
hired to proctor the exams.
NCCCO chief examiners are
independent from any of the
individuals or companies being
tested. This third-party test
administration is an important
element in maintaining the
integrity of the program.
CCO practical examinations
are administered by practical
examiners trained and accredited
by NCCCO. The accreditation
requires that an examiner be
a certified crane operator,
successfully complete a three
day workshop to be trained
in practical examination
administration, and pass a written
test at that workshop.

Practical Examiner
Workshops
"We believe that three days is
the absolute minimum needed
to train a certified operator to
administer practical exams,"
said Phillip Kinser, workshop
senior instructor and manager
of program development.
"Examiners need to know
so much more than just the
mechanics of ensuring a test site
is set up correctly or how to fill
out a candidate score sheet - as
vitally important as these tasks
are." Equally critical, Kinser
said, was an undersranding of
how the concepts of inter-rater
reliability, and the validity and
fairness of the test underpinned
the integrity of the assessment
process, as required under the
terms of its accreditation by
NCCA and, as applied for,
by ANSI. "You just can't do
that in a one-day seminar,"

he said.
There are over a hundred
CCO-accredited practical
examiners in California,
Brent noted; more than
40 are "for hire," that is
they are available to be
hired by employers to
administer CCO practical exams.
In addition, practical examiners
from other states regularly provide
practical examination services in
the state. Since 2004, NCCCO
has conducted more thana dozen
Practical Examiner Accreditation
Workshops in California, and
more are planned.
Multiple options are available
to candidates for testing. Written
and practical examinations are
offered on demand at NCCCO
approved sites that are hosted by
employers, industry associations
or training firms. In addition,
employees may register for the
practical examination at any
one of 11 permanent practical
exam sites now established in
California; even where candidates
may not have access through
their employer, union or other
organization at their place of
employment, no candidate
should be more than a short drive
from a practical test site where
tests are given on demand, by
appointment.

Training opportunities
Firms across the state now offer
a multitude of training options
for employers and candidates
alike. To preserve its third-party
independent status, NCCCO
does not conduct any training
itself. However, as a public
service, it does list on its Web
site firms that have indicated
they will provide training in
preparation for CCO certification
exams. While NCCCO offers no
opinion on the quality or content
of the programs offered, more
than 30 firms active in California

are listed.
In his concluding remarks
to the Standards Board, Brent
acknowledged that the past two
years had been challenging,
both for NCCCO and its test
services contractor, International
Assessmen t Institute (lAI),
as they had responded to
the unprecedented demand
for certification testing from
employers across California.
"However, through the
implementation of a number of
measures, including in-house
sponsored test administrations,
expedited test site scheduling, and
accelerated scoring procedures, we
believe we have largely kept pace
with this demand and resolved
issues as they have arisen,"
Brent said.
Employers could expect
additional program improve
ments in the months to come,
he added, that were aimed at
streamlining the test delivery
and reporting process. In
development were online
applications, computer-based
testing and reduced paperwork
requirements.
"We look fotward to continued
cooperation with Cal-OSHA,
employers and industry
organizations as we work towards
bringing the remaining affected
parties into compliance with
the certification standard,"
Brent added. Demand was also
expected shortly, he said, from
operators keen to take advantage
of the recertification process
for which they become eligible 12
months prior to their expiration
date.
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A CLEAR path for NCCCO
T
he Council on Licensure,
Enforcement and Regulation
(CLEAR) has announced
that Robert Hornauer, manager
of test integrity for the National
Commission for the Certification
of Crane Operators' (NCCCO)
crane operator certification
program, has completed the
program requirements of its
National Certified Investigator
program.
This specialized program,
developed and administered

by CLEAR, an affiliate of the
Council of State Governments,
recognizes individuals who
have demonstrated excellence
in certification program
investigation. To qualify,
Hornauer had to successfully
complete several days of
training, as well as pass written
examinations in advanced
investigative analysis, advanced
investigative report development
and advanced interviewing.
"This is a significant

accomplishment and one of
which Bob, and NCCCO,
can feel proud," says NCCCO
executive director Graham
Brent. "The CCO program
strives to maintain the highest
standards of exam development
and administration, and Bob's
achievement will ensure that the
quality of CCO certification is
maintained for the long term."
Since joining NCCCO
one year ago, Hornauer has
conducted numerous audits of

test sites and training programs,
and investigated cases of
misrepresentation of credentials
by candidates. "Such policing
of the program is essential
to ensure the integrity of the
CCO program is maintained,"
Brent adds. "And employers
and candidares alike need to
know that, when it issues a
certification, NCCCO is making
a commitment to support the
credential throughout its five
year term."
EE3

CICB hosts Texas CCO workshop
Crane Inspection and
Certification Bureau (CICB)
hosted an NCCCO Mobile
Crane Practical Examiners

Shell requires
ceo certification
CCO certification, required
or recognized bV hundreds of
emplovers nationwide, has
received further endorsement
from the petrochemical industrv.
Effective September 1,2007,
qualified operators of mobile
cranes working for Shell
Exploration and Production
Companv ISEPCo) must hold CCO
certification from the National
Commission for the Certification
of Crane Operators INCCCo).
In addition, LLFPs !Local Lifting
Focal Points) or dedicated
individuals in the field, on onshore
facilities, must have undergone
either a CCo preparatory class
or approved ASME training. The
new requirements are contained
in SEPCo's latest revision of its

:::n~~:. tifting and Hoisting
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SEPCo developed the standard
with the aim of preventing
incidents associated with
lifting and hoisting. The
document establishes the
companv's requirements for the
operation, maintenance, testing,
certification, inspection, and
design of lifting equipment, as
well as the competencv and
qualifications of individuals
involved with these operations.
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Accreditation Program workshop
at its Pearland, TX facility in
January. Several CICB employees,
as well as other candidates from
Arizona, California, Florida,
Georgia, Hawaii, Minnesota,
North Dakota, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, and Texas, received
training in administering CCO
practical exams.

An NCCCo-Accredited Practical
Examiner reads instructions for the
task to be performed to a candidate
during the Practical Exam. Examiners
in-training role plav las examiners,
candidates, and proctors) during the
workshop to reinforce the classroom
training
The three-day workshop
prepares candidates for
conducting NCCCO Practical
Examinations, including
the practical site and exam
application procedures, through
final notification of candidate's
successful completion. The
workshop also includes hands-on
examiner training for the practical
exam, timeline application and
submittal processes, candidate
scoring procedures, fee payment
requirements, and the theoretical
and practical applications of test
validity and reliability in critical
test design.
EE3

Chairmen of the rigger and
signalperson task forces,
respectively, Don Jordan
(center) and Kenny Shinn
(inset), met with NCCCO's
manager of program
development, Phillip Kinser,
and IAI president Anthony
Mitchell, PhD, at the
inaugural meeting in Ap

"We are all here roday
with the same goal in
mind," said Kerry Hulse,
commission chairman of the
National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators
(NCCCO). "To improve safety in
the workplace, ro raise awareness
of lifting equipment hazards, and
ro find the most effective ways of
addressing them."
Hulse was speaking at the
inaugural meeting of NCCCO's
rigging and signalperson task
forces held in Lake Tahoe, NV
in April. More than 50 subject
matter experts (SMEs) from
more than 20 states gathered
over the course of the two-day
event ro begin work on crafting
new certification programs.
Among those represented were
contracrors, steel erectors, crane
rental companies, rigging gear
manufacturers, petrochemical,
insurance firms, energy providers,
and training companies, as well
as the operating engineers and
ironworkers labor unions.
Hulse paid tribute to those
who, more than a dozen years
ago, had the vision to lay the
foundation srones of what has
since become the established
industry benchmark for the
certification of crane operators.
"It seemed a Herculean task at
the time," he said, "but when
you can reflect, as NCCCO can,
on the administration of more
than a quarter of a million tests
ro over 50,000 operarors, there is
evety reason to believe these new
programs will have an equal, if
not greater, impact on the safety
of all those whose work brings
them inro contact with cranes and
rigging gear."

The task forces were set up by
the National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators
with the aim of developing
certification programs for site
personnel who rig loads, or who
are responsible for signaling the
crane operator during the lift.
NCCCO announced its plans
in February and issued a call for
volunteers the following month.
"The response for experts to
serve on the task forces has been
outstanding," said NCCCO
manager of program development

Phillip Kinser.
addition to
the quality of those volunteering,
we have been impressed with the
breadth of the industry sectors
represented."
At its first meeting, task force
members made significant
progress in a number ofareas, said
Kinser, including defining the
essential knowledge and skills that
riggers and signalpersons need ro
possess, and identifYing standards
and other reference materials to
be used in the development of
test questions. In conjunction

with exam development specialist
International Assessment
Institute (IAI), NCCCO
provided SMEs with a thorough
briefing in certification program
development, job (task) analysis,
and item (question) development
designed to meet NCCA and
ANSI accreditation criteria.
The next meeting of the task
force is scheduled for June, and
at two-monthly inrervals
thereafter with the aim of meeting
a 2008 program completion
deadline.
E:E::i

All Crane Training USA hosts Overhead Crane
x miner
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International Operating Engineers
Local 3 JAC, Rancho Murrieta, CA,
hOlted the spring 2007 meetings
of the National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators
(NCCCo) in Lake Tahoe, Nevada, in
April. Pictured left to right are Tammy
Castillo, director of apprenticeships,
John Teller, director of training, and
Kerry Hulse, NCCCo Commission
chairman. 1U0E Local 3 JAC also
hosted the inaugural meeting of the
NCCCo Rigger and Signalperson Task
Forces.

NCCCO elects 2008 directors, officers

T

he board of direcrors of
the National Commission
fot the Certification of
Crane Operarors (NCCCO) has
announced its 2008 directors and
officers.
Elected president for a fourth,
one-year, term is John Kennedy,
Manirowoc Crane Group. Prior
to being elected president in
2005, Kennedy served two terms

,
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as secretary/treasurer.
Ronald Schad, Essex Crane
Rental, Buffalo Grove, IL,
continues as immediate past
president. Schad served the board
as president from 2002 ro 2004.
J. Chris Ryan, Boh Bros.
Construction, Baron Rouge, LA
has been elected as secretary/
treasurer. Ryan has been a
member of the board since

2003. This is his fourth term as
secretary/treasurer.
Elected ro a one-year term as
vice president is Garry Higdem,
CH2M Hill, Englewood, CO.
Higdem has been a member
of the board since 1999 and has
served as vice president since
2002.
Kerry Hulse, Deep South
Crane & Rigging, Housron, TX

continues to serve the board as
chairman, commissioners.
Other members of the
board are: Stephen Brown,
International Union of
Operating Engineers; Dale
Daul, McGough Construction;
Robert Steiner, Kelley Equipment
Co. of Florida; and Gene
Owens, Granite Construction,
Watsonville, CA.
EI3:3

Crane operator
Code of Ethics
adopted

The National Commission for the
Certification of Crane Operators
(NCCCO) has adopted a Code
of Ethics that exemplifies the
professional conduct that is
expected of CCO-certified
operarors.
Candidates sign an attestation
statement on the new candidate
application form indicating their
agreement to comply with the
Code of Ethics throughout their
certification period. The new
application attestation states in
part:
"I understand and agree that
my failure ro provide accurate
and complete information or
abide by NCCCO's policies and
procedures, including the Code
of Ethics, shall constitute grounds
for the rejection of my application
or denial or tevocation of my
certification."
''All professional crane operators
recognize that CCO certification
is a privilege that must be earned
and maintained," said NCCCO
Executive Director, Graham
Brent. "The Code of Ethics
identifies the main elements of
professional conduct that should

be observed and upheld by all
CCO-certified crane operators.
Most professions require their
practitioners ro abide by industry
established standards of conduct.
It is entirely appropriate that
crane operator certification should
carry with it a responsibiliry ro
carry out lifting duties in a safe
and ethical manner."
CCO-certified crane operators
who intentionally or knowingly
violate any provision of
the Code of Ethics will be
subject to action by a peer
review panel (NCCCO's Ethics
and Discipline Committee),
which may result in suspension
or revocation of certification, he
added.
Procedures for investigating
complaints against CCO-certified
operarors are also delineated in
a new disciplinary and appeals
process.
"While NCCCO does not
expect, invite, solicit or encourage
complaints, these procedures
are necessary to protect the
reputation of the profession and
ro ensure a fair investigation of
complaints," Brent said.
EB:J
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he National Commission for
the Certification of Crane
Operators (NCCCO) has
announcedaseriesofmodificarions
to the CCO crane operator
certification program aimed at
streamlining the application
process and broadening the scope
of the program.
NCCCO no longer requires
the submission of the DOT
CDL or NCCCO physical exam
forms as part of the <;andidate
application. However, candidates
must still comply with ASME
B30 physical requirements in
order to receive and maintain
their CCO certification, and they
must attest to compliance with
these requirements when making
their application.
These changes are reflected in

the new revision of the CCO
Candidate Handbooks and in
the attestation statement on the
new Candidate Application form
which supersedes all previous
versions.
The policy change is aimed at
streamlining the CCO application
process without diminishing
program requirements.
"Clearly, it is vitally important
that CCO-certified crane
operators are physically and
mentally able to operate cranes
safely," said NCCCO Executive
Director Graham Brent.
"This change in NCCCO
administrative procedures is
geared simply to reducing the
paperwork burden on candidates,
one which we believe they, and
the industry, will welcome. In

no way does this new procedure
affect NCCCO's position
on the need for operators to
be physically qualified, in
accordance with the provisions
of the ASME B30 standard,"
he said.
The 20 pounds of barrel ballast
(weight) that is used in Task 3:
Ball in Barrels has been removed
for the small and large telescopic
crane practical exams. The lattice
boom crane practical exams
(crawler or truck) will continue
to use the 20 pounds of ballast
for each barrel. A revised Mobile
Crane Site Report is available
on the NCCCO website at
www.nccco.org.
The decision to remove the
ballast was made after a detailed
analysis of test statistics over a

multi-year period as well as field
reports from practical examiners.
It was determined that, in some
cases, instead of controlling the
headache ball movement with
appropriate control techniques
(catching the load), candidates
might use the weighted barrels
inappropriately as a means to
stop the headache ball from
swinging.
NCCCO is now processing
Practical Exam site requests
for short boom configurations.
Previously, all lattice boom cranes
used for practical tests were
required to have a boom of at
least 120 feet plus or minus the
shortest section (80 feet plus or
minus the shortest section for
cranes with capacities of 50 tons
and below).
EI:E

Nevada School of Construction
The largest CCO Practical Examiner Accreditation
workshop ever held by the National Commission
for the Certification of Crane Operators INCCCOJ
was hasted May 22-24 by the Nevada School of
Construction INSOCJ in Las Vegas, NV.
Atotal of 3D candidates from 17 states
attended the mobile crane workshop, which
included first time student examiners, as well as
refresher and re-accrediting examiners.
As sponsor of this event, NSOC provided
the location, cranes and meals for the 3-day
workshop. "Crane operators are in high demand,"
said Debra Forbush, NSDC campus president.
"One national company has hired about 15 of our
graduates and one of the largest national mining
companies is also a client."
NSOC, a member of the National Association
of HeallY Equipment Training Schools INAHETSJ,
was established in 1959, and has been operating
in Las Vegas far the past three years preparing
students for jabs in heavy construction, including
crane operation. The school boasts aver 250
years of collective experience among the
instructors, and claims a national reputation
far graduating operators in the construction
industry.
Forbush said the crane operator training
program had been a positive addition far the
school and its students. "We stress safety,
safety, safety!" she says, and claims safety and
attitude are the two contributors to success - a
belief reflected in a sign an her office wall which
states, "Attitude is everything; pick a goad one!"
Since January this year, Nevada has required
crane operators to be certified. CCO certification

Practical Examiner students receiVe'instruction an'CCO cou
by NSDC in Las Vegas in May. Students are instructed in measurement and I
according to a test layout plan.
is a part of the NSOC graduation requirements.
Feedhick from tbe NCi:CO Worll~Jiop had
Forbush noted that, with the new legislation
been very positive, Forbush ~aidi and she noted
that she has already had .' .. 'I inquiries from
in effect, emphasis on becoming certified
had intensified. "Employers use our schaaf
potential e~a"'iner candi
for a repeat event.
'The expanding Las Vegas skyline iii currently
as a resource to locate new talent, and our
ritable farest of booms and jihs
graduates use our school as a springboard to find . dotted
repres
uldple cr . , . working an
employment nationwide," stated Forbush.
the latestcanstructlo
...
The NSOC facility comprises a training site as
.,Forbush said NSOC '
well as classrtiom space. For hands-on training,
workshllp, Since .
NSOC has a Link-Belt RTC·8030 mobile crane
on site in addition to ather heavy construction'
cert
eo
equipment. Asmall telescopic crane IboomtruckJ
and
was rented for the workshop so the students
"P
would have an opportunity to meet the small
of our
telescopic hydraulic crane type requirement.
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three major resources: industry
support, subject matter expertise,
and psychometric guidance. All
elements of the new programs are
being developed according to the
strict psychometric standards that
are a hallmark of NCCCO's crane

is tested on the

been Prllvid~ng te
llvelopment expertise?
ra;Il'FiJrce experts have b
guided by psychometric G
from International Ass:~,
Institute lIAIJ, t.he testi«
company that has provide
development and administration
services to NCCCO since 1998. As
with its existing programs, NCCCO
has conducted a professional
Job Task Analysis to serve.,!Is the
foundation for exam development
activities.

Willeveryon; have to be certified?
Although there are cur~n~ly~:o
state or federal requiryn!ent;
either for ~igg.el'SJll~!li,!,alpe
to be certified•.al!<conS(l'IIcti
personnel mustlle ualmed
CCO certi
recogni
this is t

three of its crane operator
certifications. Accreditation from
a national personnel certification
accreditation body such as the
National Commission fOr Certifying
Agencies INCCAl or the American
National Standards Institute (ANSIJ
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RESEARCH AND TRAINING

Crane-Related Deaths in Construction
and Recommendations for Their Prevention
Introduction

The deaths of six construction workers and a bystander, along with injuries to 24 construction
workers and first responders in a New York City crane collapse March 15,2008, set off an alarm
within the construction community and city dwellers living in the shadow of large scale projects.
Just 10 days later, a 20-foot crane section in Miami fell 30 stories, killing two construction
workers and injuring five. New Yorkers, already jittery from the first crane collapse, saw another
crane fall in their city May 30, which killed two construction workers and injured one worker
and one bystander.
The first New York crane collapse garnered much media attention because of the scale of the
event - a high death toll among workers and a visitor killed when the crane's boom crushed a
residential building. But injury and death to bystanders is not a first-time occurrence. Selected
examples of crane-related bystander deaths collected from news reports are included in Table 1.
In 2003, OSHA formed a Crane and Derrick Negotiated Rulemaking Advisory Committee (C
DAC) of representatives from industry, labor and government to develop a new safety standard
for the construction industry to aid in reducing the number of fatalities. The committee first met
in July 2003, and reached a consensus on regulatory language for the new standard on July 9,
2004. In May 2008, OSHA published its semiannual agenda and announced that the proposed
crane standard will be published for public comment in the Federal Register in August 2008.
In light of the large number of recent fatalities, CPWR examined the data from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) to evaluate trends over time and propose recommendations to prevent
future injury and death.

Report Authors
Michael McCann, PhD, CIH, is director of safety research at CPWR - The Center for Construction Research
and Training, the research, development, and training arm of the Building and Construction Trades
Department, AFL-CIO.
Janie Gittleman, PhD, MRP, is associate director of safety and health research for CPWR - The Center for
Construction Research and Training.
Mary Watters is communications director for CPWR - The Center for Construction Research and Training.

Methods
Construction industry fatality data for the 2-digit BLS Standardized Industrial
Classification (SIC) Codes 15, 16 and 17 for 1992 through 2002 were identified in the
Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries (CFOI) database. For 2003-2007, the 2002 North
American Industry Code System (NAICS) codes 236-238 were used. The resulting data
were entered into a Microsoft Excel 2003 database for analysis.
Construction worker deaths related to cranes were identified by selecting all records with
the source code 34* (Cranes). (This does not include non-construction crane-related
deaths from maritime, mining and general industry.) Records involving aerial lifts, and
scissor lifts were excluded, but crane man baskets were included.
The CFOI narratives including event, occupation and establishment codes of the crane
related deaths were used to classify deaths by cause, occupation and establishment size.
This report identifies the main causes of death, the types of cranes involved in fatal
incidents, the trades of those who died, and the size of the employer experiencing the
greatest number of fatalities.

Results
A total of 323 construction worker deaths involving 307 crane incidents were identified
from 1992-2006, an average of 22 construction worker deaths per year. Figure 1 shows
the number of deaths by year. There were 12 multiple-death incidents in this time period,
resulting in a total of 28 deaths.
Four main types of cranes have been associated with crane-related fatalities. Of the 307
fatal crane incidents, 216 (71 %) involved mobile or truck cranes. Sixteen of the fatal
incidents involved tower cranes (5%), 13 involved floating or barge cranes (4%), and 12
involved overhead cranes (4%). The remaining 66 reports were not sufficiently detailed
to determine the type of crane involved or do not meet BLS publication requirements.

Causes ofdeath
Of the total 323 crane-related deaths, 102 were caused by overhead power line
electrocutions (32%), 68 deaths were associated with crane collapses (21 %), and 59
deaths involved a construction worker being struck by a crane boom/jib (18%). (See
Table 2.)
Half of all electrocutions, the leading cause of death, were associated with the crane
boom or a crane cable contacting an overhead power line. The rest involved contact of an
overhead power line with unspecified parts of the crane. Mobile cranes were involved in
80 of the 95 overhead power line fatal incidents. Table 3 describes worker activities
leading to electrocutions. Those activities involved workers on foot touching or guiding
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the crane load or cables, workers operating the crane - including several operators who
were electrocuted after jumping from the crane, and workers on foot touching the crane.
Crane collapses were the second leading cause of death. An unstable, uneven or icy
surface on which the crane was sitting accounted for 12 fatalities (20%). Overloading the
crane accounted for another 10 deaths (16%). In five cases (8%), the crane load or boom
shifted. In 56% percent of the reported cases, there was no information provided as to the
cause in the CFOI narrative. Of the 59 crane collapses, 37 involved mobile cranes.
The third leading cause of crane-related deaths is struck by the crane boom or jib. Fifty
two of the 59 struck-by crane booms or jib deaths were caused by a falling boom or jib.
Almost half of these deaths (48%) occurred while workers were dismantling the boom.
In most of these cases, the pins holding the boom sections together were removed without
adequate support to prevent the sections from falling. In 12% of these cases, the deaths
occurred while lengthening the boom. The remaining seven workers were struck by
swinging booms in an unspecified manner. Of the 59 struck by boom/jib fatalities, a
minimum of 35 deaths were caused by mobile cranes.

Trades Involved
Construction laborers experienced the greatest number of crane-related deaths between
1992 and 2006 (total of96 or 30%), followed by heavy equipment operators (74 deaths or
23%), which included 50 crane and tower operators. In addition, 40
supervisors/managers/administrators died in crane-related incidents (12%), as did 18
ironworkers (6%), and 17 mechanics (5%). Other trades with fewer numbers of deaths
included electrical workers, truck drivers, welders and carpenters (totaling 24%).
Overall, 103 of the 323 construction workers were employed by subcontractors with
fewer than 10 employees. Fifty-one individuals worked for employers with over 100
employees. Twenty of the construction workers who died on the job were self-employed.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The findings of this analysis indicate the number of crane-related deaths reported by
CFOI is significant. The main causes of worker deaths were electrocution, collapse, or
struck by crane parts or crane loads. More than half of the deaths were among
construction laborers and heavy equipment operators. Employees working for small
contractors represent a large portion (about one-third) of the total number of deaths. Most
crane-related deaths involved mobile cranes.
Possible explanations for these findings are a lack of worker and supervisor training, lack
ofjobsite safety plans, lack of adequate crane inspections, and lack of proper
investigation and reporting of crane accidents and fatalities.
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Specific recommendations to reduce and prevent future injuries and fatalities are as
follows:
First, crane operators should be certified by a nationally accredited crane operator
testing organization, such as the National Commission for the Certification of Crane
Operators (NCCCO)*. Presently only 15 states and a few cities' (including New York
City) require certification or licensing of crane operators, and some have their own
certification program. We recommend that states and cities should require
certification by a national certification organization for reasons of standardization of
qualifications and to promote the transfer of credentials between states.
Second, riggers who attach the load to the crane and signalpersons who visibly or
audibly direct the crane operator on where to place the load should be certified.
NCCCO will in the future offer certifications for these types of workers.
Third, crane inspectors should also be certified. OSHA requires that employers
designate a competent person'Y' to inspect machinery and equipment prior to each
use, and during use, to make sure it is in safe operating condition [29 CFR
1926.550(a)(5)]. OSHA also requires annual inspections. For some work activities,
such as use of cranes for maritime activities and work at nuclear plants, OSHA may
require a higher degree of inspection. However, since inadequate inspections have
been implicated in work-related crane deaths, we recommend that crane inspectors
should have the same degree of qualification as crane operators.
Fourth, in addition to other mandated inspections, cranes must be inspected
thoroughly by a certified crane inspector after being assembled or modified, such as
the ')umping" of a tower crane.
Fifth, according to the proposed OSHA consensus standards on cranes, only trained
workers should assemble, modify or disassemble cranes, and they should always be
under the supervision of a person meeting both the definition of qualified person**
and competent person specified in the standard. In many instances, especially with
rented cranes, there are no trained personnel present when cranes are set up and
dismantled. This issue must also be addressed.
Sixth, crane loads should not be allowed to pass over street traffic. If rerouting is not
possible, then streets should be closed off when loads pass over streets and pedestrian
walkways.
Seventh, more complete reporting of data, particularly after a crane collapse, is
necessary. OSHA should conduct more thorough investigations of crane-related
fatalities and capture more complete data in its reporting system.
Eighth, after OSHA publishes the proposed crane and derrick safety construction
standard in August 2008 for public comment, all efforts should be made to speed up
the adoption of the C-DAC consensus standard and the additional recommendations
provided in this report.
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* Such certification organizations should be accredited by a nationally recognized accrediting
organization such as the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), should administer written
and practical tests to determine the knowledge and skills ofthe applicant, and meet other standard
accreditation criteria.
& California, Hawaii, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, Utah, Washington
(as of 2010), and West Virginia require or recognize NCCCO certification of crane operators as
part of their state licensing program. Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, Oregon, and Rhode
Island have their own licensing programs. Among cities, New Orleans and Omaha require or
recognize NCeCO certification of crane operators; Chicago, Los Angeles, New York City, and
Washington, D.C., have their own licensing program.

'Y' A competent person, according to OSHA, is one who is capable of identifying existing and
predictable hazards in the surroundings or working conditions which are unsanitary, hazardous or
dangerous to employees, and who has authority to take prompt corrective measures [italics added
for emphasis] to eliminate them. [29 CFR 1926.32(£)]

** A qualified person means a person who, by possession of a recognized degree, certificate, or
professional standing, or who by extensive knowledge, training and experience, has successfully
demonstrated the ability to solve/resolve problems relating to the subject matter, the work, or the
project.
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Table 1. Examples of Fatal Crane Incidents
Date
4/27/78

Location
Willow Island, WV

Description
Crane lifting bucket of cement collapsed
onto scaffold inside cooling tower.
Construction workers: 51 dead
Source: [Ward, 2008]

11/29/89

San Francisco, CA

Tower crane fell 16 stories while being
jumped.
Construction workers: 4 dead
Bystanders: 1 dead; 22 injured
Source: [Kilborn, 1989]

11/14/99

Milwaukee, WI

"Big Blue" tower crane collapsed at
stadium and struck three workers in a crane
basket. Winds 25-30 mph.
Construction workers: 3 dead
Source: [LaBar, 1999]

9/29/06

New York, NY

4-ton chunk of steel fell from crane crushing
a taxi.
Bystanders: 5 injured
Source: [Kates, 2008]

11/16/06

Bellevue, WA

Crane collapsed on a condo.
Construction workers: 1 injured
Bystanders: 1 dead
Source: [Jamieson, 2006].

3/15/08

New York, NY

Tower crane collapsed while being jumped,
damaging several buildings.
'Construction workers: 6 dead, 13 injured
Bystanders: 1 dead, 11 first responders
injured
Source: [Ware, 2008]

3/25/08

Miami, FL

20-foot section crane fell 30 stories while
jumping the crane.
Construction workers: 2 dead, 5 injured
Source: [Walter, 2008]

5/30/08

New York, NY

Crane cab, boom, and machine deck separated
from the tower mast and collapsed
onto the street
Construction workers: 2 dead, 1 injured
Bystanders: 1 injured
Source; [MSNBC staff, 2008]
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Figure 1. Crane-Related Deaths in Construction by Year, 1992-2006*
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* Datafrom 2006 are preliminary; data from 1992-2005 are revised andfinal.
Source: us. Bureau ofLabor Statistics Census ofFatal Occupational Injuries Research
File

Table 2. Causes of crane-related deaths in construction, 1992-2006

Cause ofdeath

# deaths

%

Overhead power line electrocutions
Crane collapses
Struck by crane booms/jibs*
Struck by crane loads
Caught in/between
Struck by cranes**
Other causes***
Total

102
68
59
24
21
18
31
323

32%
21%
18%
7%
7%
6%
10%
****

* 52 of 59 struck by crane booms/jibs were due to falling booms/jibs
** Includes 10 run over by mobile cranes
*** Other causes includes 14 struck by other crane parts and 9 highway incidents
****Does not add to 100 due to rounding.
Source: Us. Bureau ofLabor Statistics Census ofFatal Occupational Injuries Research
File
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Table 3. Activity of construction workers electrocuted by overhead power lines,
1992-2006

Contact with overhead power lines
Worker on foot touching/guiding load or cables
Operating crane*
Worker on foot touching crane
Other**
Total

#
40
32
19
11
102

%
39%
31%
19%
11%
100%

* Includes 7 deaths of operators who jumped from crane
** Includes 6 deaths of workers on foot near crane
Source: us. Bureau ofLabor Statistics Census ofFatal Occupational Injuries Research
File

Research for this report was funded by CPWR - The Center for Construction Research and
Training, using grant U54 OH008307 from the National Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH). The contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily
represent the official views ofNIOSH.

CPWR - The Center for Construction Research and Training is a 501-c-3 organization affiliated
with the Building and Construction Trades Council, AFL-CIO, and serves as the research arm of
the BCTD. CPWR provides safety and health research and information for the construction trades
and industry. For more information, visit www.cpwr.com.
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association that represents companies that
specialize in moving and lifting oversize/overweight
loads, SC&RA stays keenly aware of the dangers
lurking on America's construction sites and roadways

As the

Advocating safety

T

here were 42,642 faraliries on our
narion's roadways in 2006, rhe mosr
recem year for which sratistics are
available. Last year, rhere were 176 deaths
due to crane accidents. So, for every crane
related death, rhere are about 242 traffic
fatalities.
Of the crane-related fataliries, a mere 4.1
percem were attributed to tower crane
incidems over a recem seven-year period,
according to a recem study conducted by
the University of Tennessee and partially
funded by the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA).
Although tower cranes accidents are very
low in frequency, they tend to be high in
sevcrity. They also draw considerable
attemion from the media and the public,
largely because they have such a high profile
- borh literally and figuratively.
After two construction workers were killed
and anorher was seriously injured when a
tower crane collapsed in Manhattan on May
30, the news appeared prominently on
national prim and broadcast media. This
accidem commanded even more attention
because it followed an incident in March in
which seven people were killed and 24 more
were wounded when a 300-foot-tall crane
collapsed in New York City.
SC&RA quickly took the lead in
assembling important trade organizations
representing various aspects of rhe tower
crane segmem of our industry. To coumer
the negarive publicity and to amplifY our
collective voice, we held a joint news
conference at the National Press Club in
Washington, DC on June 5.
Joining SC&RA were Graham Brem,
executive director of the Narional
Commission for rhe Cerrification of Crane
Operators; Nick Yaksich, vice president of
Global Public Policy for the Association of
Equipment Manufacturers; Bill Smirh,
president of Claims and Risk Managemem
Services for Narions Builders Insurance
Services; and Frank Bardonaro, president of
AmQuip Crane Rental and chair of the
SC&RA Tower Crane Task Force. Together,
we announced our full support for enhanced
training and rigorous new standards for safe
crane
construction,
maintenance.

operation

and

In SC&Ms statemem, I poimed out rhat
an SC&RA representative was among 23
individuals appoimed by OSHA in July
2003 to develop a recommended proposal
for the Cranes and Derricks Construction
Standard. This advisory committee, known
as C-DAC, worked together to negotiate all
aspects of a new standard and submitted its
recommendarions to OSHA in July of2004.
SC&Ms dedicarion to this issue led another
member of rhe committee to join our
association.

Although the promulgation process
subsequently languished within
the
Departmem of Labor, SC&RA remained
committed to rhe establishmem of
nationwide operator cenification and
standards. In February of this year, SC&RA
wrote to Labor Secretary Elaine Chao to
express our concern about the lack of
progress in adoption of rhe standard and the
resulting disservice to our industry, workers
and rhe general public.
Less than a day before the press conference,
SC&RA learned that rhe draft standard had
moved from OSHA to a peer review panel.
It will then move to rhe Office of
Management & Budget, where it is expected
to be subject to review for 30 to 90 days.
In addition to a couple of high-profile
accidems, we like to rhink that our news
conference played a role in OSHA's decision
to get rhe rulemaking back on track. Just
before the news conference we also learned
New York Senator Hillary Clinton recently
wrote to Edwin G. Foulke, OSHA's Assistant
Secretary of Labor for Occupational Safety
and Health, calling for a "long overdue"
safety standard for cranes and derricks and
an explanarion of the agency's failure to act
umil now.
SC&RA believes wholeheartedly rhat rhe
new safety standards can greatly reduce the
risk of fatalities, injuries and property
damage. Further delays are unacceprable.
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Tower Crane Taskforce
tackles safety issues
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On
any given
day
approximately 1,500 tower
cranes are working at jobsites
throughout the US - almost
double the amount of tower
cranes working just a decade
ago, it has been estimated.
The SC&RA recently
assembled a taskforce to review
and make recommendations
regarding a number of
safety and "best practice"
issues regarding tower crane
operation. Chaired by AmQuip
President Frank Bardonaro,
the SC&RA Tower Crane
Taskforce brings together
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aCCidents and we will conduct a root cause analYSIS
that will enable us to put together for the first
time a set of industry 'best practices' to prevent
accidents and injuries in the future.
Frank Bardllllillra, president, AmlllIip Corp.
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"a group of people who have
more knowledge and expertise
than ever seen and gathered in
one serting in the rower crane
industry," said Bardonaro.
The goal of the taskforce
is multi-faceted. Bardonaro
explained: "We are taking
a look at recent tower crane
accidents and we will conduct
a root cause analysis that will
enable us to put together for
the first time a set of industry
'best practices' to prevent
accidents and injuries in the
future. We are working with
rigging professionals and
unions throughout the country
to help determine the best way
to put together lift plans and
pre-job meeting plans that
address tower crane erection
and rigging procedures that
should take place during
erection, climbing and
dismanding."
Additionally, the taskforce

passed," he said. "These new
laws often don't address any of
the things related to accident
prevention or safety."
Bardonaro says the taskforce
is willing to help municipalities
and even state governments

is working on a campaign to
effectively communicate that
recent accidents were due to
rigging procedures and rigging
equipment failures rather than
crane collapse or crane failure.
"We want to make the public
aware that this equipment and
technology is extremely safe
but some of the workforce
doing the actual climbing
and dismandement may need
additional uaining on specific
types of equipment in the best
and safest ways to complete
these procedures," Bardonaro
continued.
Other issues the taskforce
will take on pertain to local
governments taking tower
crane regulations into their
own hands in an effort to
assure a safer worksite. "Cities
are passing laws about tower
crane operations without
talking to anyone in the crane
industry until after the law was

up to take this head on, to
make the public aware of the
real problems of safety," he
explained.
Comprised of tower crane
professionals across the
country, the taskforce is
ultimately trying to improve
safety and awareness of proper
tower crane operation. "We're
all competitors but for this
cause we are trying ro improve
the situation by sharing all our
problems and productively
trying to come up with
solutions to correct them," said
Bardonaro.
Forthcoming from the
taskforce is a fact sheet to
assist tower crane owners
when speaking to the media
regarding tower crane operator
and safety.
He said the taskforce is
dedicated to increasing training,
certification, and assuring the
expertise of workers involved
in tower crane erection, climbs,
and other operations.

